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THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
End.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
Madame de Teleme, the French asPublished every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 469 Main Street, Rock
trologist who is noted for the accur
land, Maine.
Entered at the postotflee In Rockland for cir acy of her predictions, notably cne of
culation at second-class postal rates.

wishes its friends and patrons a

Happy and 'Prosperous New Year.
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Tho Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press v;as established in 18">5, and
in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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DESIGNED FAMOUS TOWER

Gustav Eiffel, designer of the famous
Eiffel Tower, died last Friday. He was
91 years old.

JEWELER OPTOMETRIST
All the Latest in Glasses

Keystone Cigars—Mild,
Sumatra
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.—
94-tf
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last year, in which she forecast the
death of President Harding, has just
completed a reading of the stars for
1921 which, she declares, reveals a
year of great troubles. Mme. de Tel
eme says:
“President Coolidge will have to he
very careful himself, although it ap
pears that no untoward event will
happen to him.
“The influence of Uranus is not
favorable to th? United States: this
planet will he the cause of (Ires and
catastrophies of all kinds. In her in
ternal policies she will face great dif
ficulties, while political discussion are
likely to get the United States in
trouble with foreign powers. The peo
ple ofthe United States will be troubled
and dissatisfied.
“Earthquakes will be felt in the Cen
tral States.”
Mme. de Teleme declares there will he
constant fears of war in the world,
while one of the Allied Powers is likely
to break with France, a break which
will be caused both by economic and
religious quest:1 in, in which the Pope
will ba obliged to exercise caution.
France will join in a military allian
during the winter and war clouds will
come either in the sprirg or autumn.
England will suffer with internal
troubles and dlff, renecs between the
King and Cabinet. The year will mark
the death of two prominent English
men, one of whom is a statesman.
Armed revolts will O"C;r in India.
There will be revolts also in Morocco,
Tunis. Turkey - ad Spain.
IGermany will suite.- alternate re
volts and calm, and both the former
'Crown Prince and Kaiser will come to
I a sad end. pres'dert Kbit wiil have
Ismail success. The safety of France
; will be compromised during the ad| verse months.
Vesuvius will be in eruption and
troubles arc destined for the King of
Fpain. the Pope and the King of Swe
den who wiil he s ‘Hourly ill.
Mme. de Teleme declares her pre
dictions are not due to clairvoyance
hut to a s’ientific study of the stars, a
once dis -redited practice which, she
says is gelrg to have vogue again
with men of science.

FREE

PRICE CONSISTENT WITH SOUND BUSINESS

FORD
REGISTRATION

I INVITE YOU TO

Compare

the

STUDLEY

Regular

Price

SALE

with

PRICES

Elsewhere

This is hov/ we do it: We buy Highest Grade Stock and maintain its reputation.
We turn o>-er our merchandise rapidly by Pricing it Honestly.
Wo can do business Ec.-nomically because we own our plant.
We have s loyal and efficient Sales Force who keep overhead at a minimum.
We pay th> freight as a part of our complete service.
We are oc stent with small profits and welcome.
COMPARISON OF PRICE OR QUALITY THE ACID TEST

V. F. STUDLEY

283 MAIN ST.

A reduction of nearly $6,009 in the tals are obtained: Cost of Supreme I writes Charles Oakes, who is spending
Knox County debt has been made the Court, $6,1X8; police court, $2,297; the winter in Winter Haven, Fla. The
sheriffs, including liquor enforcement, post card which Earle C. Dow received
past year according to the annual re
$2,333; prisoners, $1,877; maintenance from him shows him mounted on the
port of the County Commissioners and repair of jail, $1,059; mainten- seat of a wagon which is heaped high
which was signed this morning.
ance and repair of Court House, with Florida products—pineapples and
This showing is an especially satis $5,503; insurance, $1,791.; maintenance bananas—and trying tc look as happy
factory one in view of the fact that of county officers, $6,892. The grand M though he were hack in the Owl
total of bills allowed by the county club.
the commissioners have paid $10,770 ommissioners is $27,639.
“It's Just like summer here and
on bridge loans during the year, and
Sheriff Raymond E. Thurston rc- doesn't seema hit like Christmas,” Mr.
have installed new heating apparatus ports 38 commitments during the Oakes writes. “Igo around in my
in the Court House at a cost $2,700. year 11 of which were for intoxication, shirtsleeves, and the sun shines every
That the new plant is a profitable in There were 10 prisoners at the begin- day.
Once In a while we have a
vestment is shown by the fact that the ning of the year and 10 at the close of shower, but it clears up right away,
coal bill represents a saving of $ 1S2 the year.
“j w'ent up to Fruitland Park to
over the corresponding months of last
Probation Officer Alvah B. Clark see Dr. Alden and Frank H. Whitney
year. While this may bo attributed leported 17 on probation when the the other day, and had a very pleasIn some measure to milder weather it year began and 19 placed on probation ant call. I have seen quite a bit of
is a fact that a certain amount of coal j at the close of the year. Two often- Florida anil .hope to see more. It is
is necessary whether the conditions are ders were charged with violating the certainly a fine place. There are at
mild or severe.
terms of probation.
| lease 30 new bungalows in construction
'The county treasurer’s report this
The annual financial budget of the here in WSnter Haven, and new ones
year is a double-barrelled affair—the Knox-IJneoln Farm Bureau shows an are being started every day. A hotel
first half covering the administration estimated total of $2,000 for 1924. Of and two new blocks are also being
ot William S. Healey, and the second this amount $1117 is for Knox County built here and everywhere it Is just
half that of his successor Edward It. and $883 for Lincoln County.
the same.”
Veazie.
The total receipts were
All of the towns have paid their
$90,727.3? and the total expenditures county tax with the exception of VALE NINETEEN-TWENTY-THREE
were $73,116.27. The treasury at the Washington and Crlehaven, the total
close of the year contained a cash bal amount uncollected being $800.
Bozo Moralizes On Its Passing and
ance of $7,765.50.
Knox County is blessed at the presSends Greeting To His
Many
The county’s assets are given as eat
__ time
___ with
___ an
_ exceptionally
____,_____ .„ ____
_
strong
Friends.
$8,677.72
and
the
liabilities
as j l>. aril of county commissioners. The
$37,737.69.
The excess of liabili personnel eompsises Arthur U. Patter- Readers of The Courier-Gazette: —
ties over resources, or net county debt, .•on of Vlnalhivtn, chairman; Mrs.
Dearly beloved. 1923 will soon be
is $29,059.97.
Mary l'ir:y Rich of Roc,-.port and history. We arc not concerned about
From the detoiled statement of ex Ge, rge 11. H irrett of Warren. Mr. I that; what we are concerned about
penditures auth irlzed by the county Patterson’s term expires next year. ;s t;,e future. As our loved New Eng'•ommissioners and justices cf the Su ,Clerk nf Courts Milton M. Griffin, Is land poet Whittier In his “Eternal
preme Judicial Court, the following to-' clerk of the board.
Goodness” puts it:

WANT

THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO UNDERSTAND 13 THAT THE GREAT STOCK OF OUR
BIG STORE IS ALWAYS SOLD AT THE

LOWEST

As a part of tho Fcrd Service
rendered by the Knox County Motor
Sales Co., Free Registration is done
at the office cf the Ford owners.
This saves the bother in making out
the blanks and paying a lawyer or
some notary for his services. We
have extra blanks.

ROCKLAND

I know nut w|i«t file future hath
Of nvinel nr eurpib?.
Assured alone that life and death
Ills mere)' i,nil.rJen.

YEAR’S LYNCHING
Record For 1923 Is Fifty Per
cent Less Than That of
1922.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I send you the following concerning
lynchings for the past year as com
piled by Tuskegee Institute in the De
partment of Records and Research.
Monroe N. Work in charge. 1 find that
there were 28 persons lynched in 1923.
This is 29 less than the number 57 for
the year 1922. Thirteen of the persons
lynched were taken from the hands of
the law, 7 from jails and 6 from ofiicers of the law outside of Jails.
We also find that there were 46 In
stances in which officers of the law
prevented lynchings. Four women, 3
white and 1 colored, were among those
thus saved. Six of these preventions
of lynchings were in Northern States
and 40 In Southern States. In 37 of the
cases the prisoners were removed or
the guards augmented or other precau
tions taken. In the 9 other instances,
armed force was used to repel the
would be lynchers. In 8 Instances
during the year persons charged with
being connected with lynching mobs
were brought to trial. 'Of the 52 per
sons thus before the courts only 2 were
ent to the penitentiary.
Of the 28 persons lynched in 1923,
6 were Negroes and 2 were whites;
two of the former were women. 7 or

Knox County

!

&

Motor Sales Co.

: : : : JOIN THE : : : :

155

CO

SECURITY TRUST

RADIO

Christmas Club
FOR 1924

WINTER

OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP

one fourth of those put to death were
i'.larged with rape or attempted rape;
Out of the lesson of the pa3t let us
cue of the victims was burned to
death; one was put to death and then resolve that our Way of Life for the
the body was burned.
The charge coming year shall be like Uncle Charlie
Godfrey's.
against the one burned to death was
“The I’. lend.)- Way finds Band in ail.
murder.
The licit, :he poor, tile great, the small
The ofifenses charged against the
And I1.-I.I and f.fi.hful let me he
whites were: participation in strike
7u all who would lie friends with me."
depredations, 1; being taken as a NeWhen we get along in years we find
gro, 1. The offenses charged against I that this is the fact; “At the twilight
the Negroes were: murder. 3; mur- of life,success should be measured
derous assault, 2: rape. 6; attempted by the good you have done, not by
rape, 1: killing officer of the law, 2: the accumulation of gold and silver."
wounding officer of the law, 2; no Or to
change the Scriptural text a
charge reported, 3; assisting man little, "What proflteth It a man if he
charged with rape to escape, 1; re- gain the whole world and hath no
slating posse searching for man friends?” Nothing. And when we come
charged with rape. 1; cattle stealing, unto the end this is what we shall
1; “trying to act like white man and find:
not knowing his place.’ 1; insulting “The goals we've reached will lose their glow,
woman, 1: peeping in window. 1;
The filings we've done will seem to fade.
The richest treasures we shall know
strlking man in altercation. 1.
Will be the friendships we have made.”
The nine States In which lynchings
To all my readers I wish a Happy
occurred and tho number in each
New Year.
Boze.
States are as follows: Arkansas,
'Somerville, Mass., Dec. 28.
Florida, 8; Georgia., 4; Louisiana, 1;
Mississippi, 8: Missouri, 1; Oklahoma,
BELFAST JOURNAL SOLD
1; Texas, 2; Virginia, 1.
R. II. Moton. Principal.
Esteemed Up River Contemporary Is
Tuskegee Institute, Ala.
Now Owned by Nathan H. Small of
Belfast.
A Union girl, Miss Florence Bcsse,
won the State championship in sewing
The Republican Journal, a weekly
at the annual State contest (of Boys' paper published in Belfast for 95
and Girls'- Agricultural Clubs', held at years, has been purchased from Its
the University of Maine last week.] stockholders by Nathan
Houston
More than 100 county champions and Small, of Belfast, a University ot
club leaders were present, and the Maine graduate, who will be the sole
program anil entertainment were alike I owner and editor.
pleasing. Miss Besse is the daughter | The Journal was first
published
of William Besse.
Feb. 6, 1829, and for 50 years was a
Democratic paper, but on July 3, 1879,
it announced its Republican leaning,
since when it has been strong for that
party's Interests.
Hon, Arthur I.
Brijwn, former secretary of State, has
been the editor since the death some
years ago of Charles A. Pllsbury, who
held that position for many years.
Mr. Brown will remain for a few
weeks with the new owner, after
which he will go to Mechanics Falls
where his son resides. The new editor
is the son of the late A. A. Small, is
an ex-service man, and this will be
his first newspaper experience.

STORAGE

For Your

ARE YOU GETTING THE BEST
RESULTS FROM YOUR SET?
IF NOT, DROP ME A LINE RE
GARDING YOUR DIFFICULTIES
AND IF I CAN HELP YOU MY
ADVICE WILL NOT COST YOU A
CENT.

BATTERY

ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR
WORK
Over the Express Office

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
643 Main Street.

Rockland.

Telephone 661

R. W. TYLER
&

UNIFORM

HE LIKES FLORIDA

REDUCED

DEBT

.Charles Oakes Working In
French Astrologist Warns
Commissioners Lop Off Nearly $3000, in Spite of $10,770
Shirtsleeves Down m
Coolidge To Be Careful—
Paid On Bridge Loans During the Year.
the Everglades State.
Former Kaiser and Crown
Prince Will Come To Sad
“Plenty of work and good money,”

THREE TIMES A WEEK

TEST
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ANOTHER PROPHECY

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ACID

SATURDAY.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 1, 1924.

Single Copies Three Cents.
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ROCKLAND, ■ ■ MAINE
(Radio Editor of This Paper)

FIXED WEEKLY PAYMENTS

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

To have your films promptly

If I had to live ray life again I would hare
made a rule to read some poetry and listen to
some music at least once a week. The loss of
these tastes is a loss of happlness.—Charlee
Darwin.

developd and printed

THERE WILL BE CLASSES

JOIN

AND

ASK

OF 50c,

YOUR

$1.00,

FRIENDS

TO

$2.00,

$5.00

033

CARVER’S

Security Trust Comp’y
BRANCHES AT

VINALHAVEN

WARREN

UNION

finds

Lord, let me wake when morning breaks
Undaunted by my old mistakes.
Let me arise as comes the sun
(Jiad tor the task that must be done,
Rejoicing I have strength to give
Some beauty to the life I live:

APPLES

E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING

ROCKLAND, MAINE

A PRAYER
Lord, let me do my little part
With courage and a willing heart.
Open my eyes that I may «ce,
However dark the day may be.
However rough the road I fare,
The purpose of the cross I bear.

Where

the trade

BOOK STORE

r

CA ® N

cn f/c

send or bring them to

JOIN

Let us help you to systematically save money

.Several old forts and military res
ervations located in different parts of
the State, which have lost their value
for military purposes hut retain a
value and interest as historic points,
have recently been purchased by the
State of Maine from the United States,
the purchases being made by order of
the Governor and Council and paid for
from the State contingent fund. Tho
sum of $22.50 was paid for Fort St.
George in the town of St. George; and
I $21.21 was paid for Fort Knox opposite
the town of Bucksport.
The latter
was built prior to the War of 1812,
and was garrisoned during the Spanish
War.

KINGMAN

and

SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,

—HEARTY—

HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING

INC.

20 Franklin Street, • - Rockland
Telephone <24-1
137-tf

20 North Side
Faneuil Hall Market.

BOSTON,
MASS

Lord, let me hear the kindlier things.
Tlie morning song the robin sings.
Tiie laughter of the children near,
Their merry whisperings in my ear.
My neighbor's greeting at the gate.
Let these shut out the speech cf hate.

Lord, let me see the beauty here.
The sky above me bright and clear,
The smile upon a friendly face,
■The charm of health and all tea grace.
The roses blooming everywhere,
In spite of hurt and grief and care.
iLord. strengthen me that 1 may » p
My faith, though bitterly I weep.
Grant me undaunted to remain
Through every storm of care and pain.
Lord, let nie do my little part
With courage and a willing hearl^^^

■

•

WHITE

The Courier-Gazette

WILL

NOT

ENTER

E. B. HASTINGa| & CO

THREE-TIMES-A-WFEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Congressman Would Have Been Gubernatorial Aspirant If

Rockland, Jan. 1. 1924.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyadie, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of Dec. 29.
1923, there was printed a total of 6.232 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Farrington Had Stayed Out of Race.

Congressman Wallace H. White is for governor in the Republican pri
not a candidate for the Republican maries in 1920 and 1922. He bases
his claim upon the act of their close
gubernatorial nomination, lie reached association in college and their con
OBEDIENCE:—It ye love me, keep
a final decision to that effect after tinued friendship and declares that if
my commandments.—John 14:15.
learning that Frank G. Farrington of selected he will go pledged to Calvin
Augusta had entered the field Some Coolide, first, last and all the time.
NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS
At one time while still in college they
of the strength that would have been contemplated forming a law partner
That the United States in this new his without Mr. Farrington in the field ship later and locating in Portland,
year 1924 is to take a fort most place ia would thus be alienated, and it would and while on a visit to the Deering
the world, not only as the richest hut mean a long, hard fight in the pri- home here looked over the prospects
city.
in that ci
as the most prog.essif>? nation, was /.naries which Representative White
• • • •
did not feel like making if it would
disclosed last night in most surprising necessitate his long being absent from
'Senator Pepper of Pennsylvania is
fashion through the broadcasting of his duties in Washington. There is a suggested as temporary chairman and
the radio.
As the stroke of midnight possibility that Mr. White may retire "keynote sounder" of the Republican
National Convention,
Among the
sounded on the winter air, every man front Congress and engage in the prac
others are Senators Borah. Lenroot
tice of law.
woman and child in every corner of the
• . * •
and Willis; former Governor Henry
48 States came to attention, and salut
Asked what he had to say regarding J Allen of Kansas; former Senator
ing the country’s Flag, pledged them recent developments in the Republi Albert J. Beveridge of Indiana and
can gubernatorial situation, William Representatives Sydney Anderson of
selves to the following resolutions:
R. Pattani, ill of Augusta, who will be a Minnesota and Theodore E, Burton of
I.—As citizens of a Nation whos,
candidate for the Democratic nomina Ohio. Senator Pepper is regarded as
foundations rest upon the law and tion for governor next June, Saturday, the most available man in the East.
Senator Lodge temporary chairman of
equity of the Christian Bible, we the made the following statement:
i“I do not see why Democrats should the 1920 convention is ruled out be
People of America unanimously join in
he especially interested in Republican cause he s too closely allied with the
a resolution to support without reser
candidates excepting ’that of course Republican "Old Guard," and becaus.
vation the Eighteenth Amendment to we recognize Mr. Farrington and Mr. he is from the home State of Presi
the Constitution of the United States Day as unquestionably better fitted dent Coolidge, who is a candidate for
yielding any personal opinions we may to fill the oflice of governor of Maine the Presidential candidate.
• • • •
entertain in favor of that larger good than Gov. Baxter, and therefore
Robert J. Peacock, chairman of the
stronger candidates for the position.
which absolute obedience to the Amend But the change has not, as far as I Republican State committee, has called
ment must inevitably bring to pass.
know, affected our plans. The We a meeting of the State committee to
ll._ Recognizing the tremendous po-|mocracy of Maine is going out to win be held in Augusta, Jan. 16, at whi
tentiality of' the Moving Picture, we this year regardless of who the Re arrangements will be completed for
publican nominee for governor may be.” the State convention to be held in
the People of America, as producers,
* « * •
Portland. April 3. A resolutions com
actors and patrons, unanimously Join
L. B. Musgrove of Jasper, Ala., cap mittee will be selected, the members
in a resolution to renounce the insid italist, nationally known prohibition of which will go to Washington to con
ious and intolerable corruption that leader, will be a Democratic candidate sult members of Congress about the
for President in the Alabama prefer party platform. A temporary chair
daily Is finding its way through the
ential primary in March. Strong pres man will also be chosen. It Is probable
medium of the screen into our hearts sure was brought on him to oppose that former Speaker Charles P. Barnes
and minds, and to put into its place Senator Oscar Underwood.
of Houlton will be the man. Mr. Pea• • * •
eocks’s successor is likely to be Daniel
only that which of right ought to be
Judge John P. Deering, classmate F. Field of Phillips or Wm. S. Linnell of
found in this potent region of public
and roommate of President Coolidge Portland. Mr. Linnell is as reluctant
amusement and instruction.
at Amherst college announced that he to accept the chairmanship as is Mr.
III.—As no nation on earth can hope is a delegate to the Republican nation Field, but one or the other can prob
long to endure where the worship of al convention. He was a candidate ably be induced to do so.
Almighty God Is by the multitude re
garded as a thing of small importance,
“SALLIES’” CHRISTMAS EFFORT
we the People of America unanimously
join in a resolution to forsake the ways
of person il neglect and henceforth to
make the Church the object in our lives Itemized Report of Salvation Army Collections—Amount
of a high ambition, contributing with
Expended $2032—Denying a Rumor.
open hand to its support, lending our
selves to the helping forward of its
"I wonder how much they took.”
1 to England to the General of the Sal
plans in the community, attending with
"What do they do with all the vation Army. It does not. But 10%
steadfastness upon its services and
ot all monies collected goes to Port
money?”
each, according to the light vouchsafed
"Is it a fact that half of this money land Divisional Headquarters for the
him, following humbly in the steps of they collect here goes to defray the ex upkeep of that office, which .if Rock
pense of Headquarters?"
land did not go over the top would be
the Man of Galilee.
These and countless other questions requited to support this corps. Fortu
took form while the Salvation Army nately Rockland and vicinity “go over
1521
was conducting its Christmas effort, the top" through the generosity of its
There’s a new foot on the floor, :r.y friend.
and much unreasonable prejudice was people and help is not required from
And a new face at the door, my frh-nd,
evidently created against an organi Portland Headquarters.
A new face at the door.
Captain Dixon is highly elated at
zation which is doing its best to solve
the problem of the less fortunate and the success of this year’s appeal as it
has more than doubled any previous
According to Judge Gary, chairman those who suffer actual privation.
'From Captain Dixon’s oflice today effort. He cannot say enough good
of the U. S. Steel Company, the in
comes a complete statement as to col things about the "Down Easters” who
dustrial outlook for 1924 is good. This
lections. "An itemized statement of so generously contributed both moneyis largely because the country has been the expenditures would cover one arid effort to make Christmas 1923 a
proceeding with caution in 1922-3. We whole side of your paper." the reporter I success
J
have an administration at Washington was informed.
’
flui;
..
kland
kettles
yielded
the
fol

that is not subject to fits of hysterics
lowing sums: Trainer’s Lunch. $334.C9;
and the people generally are spending Fuller-Cobb-Davis, 5174.94: Limc.Ock;
less than they are earning. Deposits street. $ltc.24: Small box s in local |
in savings banks have increased enor stores, $41.36; singing on streets, '
$292.67;
total, •
mously in the past year. Everybody $25.'it: by letters,
$1,170.40.
Progressive Interesting
who wants a job has it—perhaps not
The receipts from towns covered by
always at the work he prefers, but at the lor: 1 Salvation Army Corps were: ; Method.
Correct Bowing
a job that pays good wages. There is
Tt.omaq n, $75.82; IV ckport, $60.1C; '
Boston Symphony References
Camden
and
Lincolnville,
$223.59;
|
an immense amount of construction
work necessary to make up for the Belfast and Searsport. $272.15; Bar ,
Harbor, Bluehiil and vicinity. $346.28;
postponement during the war. There Yin llliavcr, and Stonington, $124.75; |
is every reason why we should have Port Clyde and Tenant’s Harbor,,
Welt’s Violin Shop
good times next year, and the year $20.01; Waldoboro. $127.72: Damaris
ROCKLAND, ME.
145-2
cotta and vicinity, $42.30; Union and
after.
vicinity, $29.60: Boothbay
Harbor. I
Ellsworth, Stockton Springs, Sedg- (
The railroads are spending unprece wick, Penobscot. Castine, Freedom, 1
Thorndike,
Franklin,
dented sums for improvements. Evi Friendship.
dently they do not seriously fear a tie- Bi oc ks and Brooklin, Islesboro, Lib
erty, Hancock, Deer Isle, $129.30 This
up of production and transportation
made a grand total of $2,657.57.
STOREHOUSE at rear of Maaanic
next summer as a result of the threat
The .total expenses to date, includ
Block, Rockland, Two floor* 100 ft,
ing
salaries
to
workers
and
their
ex

ened strike of soft coal miners. Both
long, 35 ft. wido. Would prefer to
operators and miners are said to be penses: relief in various towns, and
lot the whole building to ono party.
toys, clothing aral groceries in Rock
ready for a finish fight. The public
land were $2,032.53.
would welcome a contest that should
TELEPHONE 407
Someone asked the other day if a
settle once and for all whether the peo portion of this Christmas m >ney went
44-tf
ple are to have access to their fuel
supply or whether it is to be held under
the domination of a small minority.
The railroads apparently believe the
public interests will win in the end, and
that the coal mines will continue to
operate.

VIOLIN
INSTRUCTION

JAMES CLAFFEY

TO

LET

STOCK REDUCTION SALE
MEN’S

The United- States Navy is the de
signer and owner of the largest airship
in the world. It is American built, in
flated with helium discovered and pro
duced solely in America, and 1st
manned by an American crew. Its'
tests have proved it to be entirely up J
to expectations. It will be rememberedj
that previous disastrous experiences,
I
I
with lighter-than-air craft had to do
with ships built in England and Italy.
Never before has a complete American
product been at the disposal of the navy
airmen.

The Government expenditures to date
on veterans of the World War total
$2,122,000,000. This is exclusive of over
$400,000,000 voted by States as bonuses,
and other forms of State aid. No other
government in the world has been so
generous in the treatment of its

CLOTHES
t
r

AND

FURNISHINGS
All First Class Merchandise—No Seconds
EVERYTHING

MARKED

TO

CLOSE

SURPRISE CLOTHING STORE

’

MIKE ARMATA
2 PARK STREET .... ROCKLAND

Did readers of The Courier-Gazette
notice how often the legend "Made in
Germany” appeared on the toys for
sale Christmas time? It is a fact well
known to everybody in trade that mil
lions of dollars worth of German
manufactures found their way into
this country for the holiday season.
Our friends the Democrats declare that
the Republican tariff law is a Chinese
Wall keeping out imports. The Ger
man manufacturers do nut find that it
troubles them a great deal.

ipldiers.
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and cannot wait—children are standing at
the gate—wondering what the Now Year
has in store.

An account with the Rockland National Bank
to which regular deposits are added, assures
splendid preparation for the future.

The Rockland National Rank
WliliilB-L'

FEDERAL‘RESERVE SYSTEM

r

',!lii!!ll

We also have 40 pairs of
Boys’ Knickerbockers in
sizes 10, II, 12, 15, 16, 17.
They're worth $1.50.
'em away for 79c.

3 DAYS OF Il.nn BARGAINS
Thursday Friday

Saturday

Jan. 4

Jan. 3

Take

•

WATCH

FOR

Jan.
5
r
<
i
OUR
n•

THE BIG

DISPLAY

IN

WINDOWS.

J. F.

GREGORY
SONS CO.
416-418 MAIN STREET

WATERMAN'S BEACH

Uncle Charlie’s Readers Ex
tend From Way Down East
To California.
Sunday Dec. 30, 5 above zero at sun
rise. There is about nine inches of
snow here on an average. Telephone
poles and wires are heavily coated with
ice. Some of the poles are bent nearly
to the ground. Salt water ice made
along the shore last night, the first I
have seen this winter. The boys are
enjoying their sleds and skis and
playing in the snow.
The biddies are doing a little better.
Yesterday I gathered 27 eggs from
108 hens. The store man is paying 50
cents a dozen. Com is $2.15.
I was down to the village yesterday
and saw quite a number of the boys
and some of the girls. In William Den
nison’s store I met J. R. Low and his
good-looking brother.
Mr. Low is a
great lover of anything that grows
feathers and has had birds shipped
him fr,,m far and near in order to get
the best. At the present time he has
two mother turkeys and a daddy tur
key. The male bird came from Ohio.
It is crossed with a bronze turkey and
will be three years old in the spring.
A good bird to breed from. Mr. Low
is to make a change and will part with
the three birds for what they are
worth. Write him at Spruce Head, Me.
There hasn’t been much passing to
day. James Williams was down from
the 'Keag on runners after a load of
fowl from Will Dennison.
George
Snow went past after dinner on a sled,
bound north with the High School
pupils.
Carl Snow and Phil Ware yesterday
helped Billy Cowing break out the
roads with their cars.
I can see Postmaster Blethen’s
smile way down here when he
got
that
last
postcard
counted.
Uncle Charles got 16 cards in Tuesday’s
mail and a box of candy from Mrs
E. M. Deyoe of 168 Orange street, San
Bernardino, Calif.
The friends of Wilke Wiggin will he
pleased to learn that he and Mrs. Wiggin are in Newtonville. Mass., this
winter. I havent met Willie for years,
but he remembered Charles with a
good smoke and a little friendly token
I received a card from B. W. Sartell,
better known among the granite cut
ters at Bennie. I worked under Mr,
Sartell at Clark Island in 1901. Post
master Blethen was the grand pusher
of the work and it goes without say
ing that everyone did his best to speed
up the job. Bennie is now in business
in Vermont. This i:, what he said on
the card: “My wife and I enjoy read
ing your Waterman’s Beach items verymuch and hope they will continue as
long as The Courier-Gazette is print
ed.”
I was pleased to read Friend Jeni
son’s letter from Florida.
I recall
when he kept the light burning on
White Head and also remember when
he hopped off and took wings for waydown east. If he was the only pebble
on the beach Doze and I could take a
back seat and give him the floor; but
the readers of The Courier-Gazette
might think we were sick and be writ
ing to us, and it would require a lot
of time to explain to them that we were
merely waiting for Brother Jellison to
have his say.
I made a call Sunday on Neighbor
Shea. He does business with a lot of
captains of fishermen from way down
east, selling them herring. Ed. says
he thinks there must have been 40 or
more of the captains of those boats
ask him where Waterman’s Beach was
and yvhere the man lives that writes for
the paper. If I can interest the class
of men who run those boats and keep
them from going ashore on the Beach,
it is well worth the effort.
C. D. S. G.

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
SLECTi’iC LAMBS AND
8UPPLIE8
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

1 OO

Children’s Fine Blick Hose,
z
•
o pairs............

1

1L.00

Heavy Gray Blank; ts,
each...................

1.00

J[.00

Ladies’ Burscn Ho s, outsize,
ribbed top, 3 pail

Children’s Fleeced Lined Union
Suits............................................ 1 *VU
Children’s Hose, heavy cotton,
black only, 3 pairs..................
Bleached Cotton, fine soft fin-

Outing Flannel, dark or light,
5 yards.......................................

1LOO

Children’s Underwear, fleeced
lined,vest or pants, 2 for ...

1LOO

Ladies’ Silk Hose, brown, black, 1
navy, white, biege, pebble, pr.

LOO

Ladies’ Outing Flannel Gowns . .
6 yards Percale................................ .
Men’s Flannelette Night Shirts .
Ladies’ Heather Hose, 2 pairs . . .
Baby Crib Blankets, 28x37, 2 pr.
Corsets, several styles, high and low
bust, all sizes from 20 to 30... .
Traveling Bags (black) ..................
Children’s $1.25 Rompers...............
6 yds. Unbleached Cotton, 39 in.
Corduroy, all colors, 1 yard..........
Ladies’ Cotton Underwear, Enve
lope Chemise, Robes, Bloomers,
whole table full, values 89c, 2 for
2 yards White Damask....................
Children’s 75c Rompers, 2 for ....
$1.25 White Petticoats....................
3 yards Oilcloth, 45c value..........
5 yards Gingham.............................
4 piece Kitchen Set...........................
36 in. Cretonne, 3 yards.................
5 yards Dress Percales....................
Baby Carriage Blankets, pink or
blue, 36x48 .....................................
Good Sheets.......................................
4 Pillow Slips, 42x36 ......................
5 yards Long Cloth...........................
Lunch Boxes .......................................
Mirrors .................................................
Serving Trays.....................................
Hemstitched Table Covers, 58x58
SURPRISE

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.03
1.00

VALUE

One of the best bargains in the sale
is at the Dress Goods Counter
and will only be shown to cus
tomers who ask for Surprise
value at............................................
1.00

E. B. Hastings
OFFICE OF

City Central Corporation
BOSTON. MASS.
PREFERRED DIVIDEND '
The Trustees have dee’arctl the regular quar
terly dlvldent at the rate of 8% on the Pre
ferred stock of the Federal Investment Trust,
payable January 1, 1924 to stockholders of
record December 26, 1923.
Federal Investment Trust
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON
RALPH A. STEWART
ALBERT 0. HAGAR,
Trustee

OFFICE OF

BOSTON. MASS.
PREFERRED DIVIDENDThe regular quarterly dividend at the rate
of 7% upon the Preferred stock of City Penial
Corporabioii, has been dcchtred, payable Jan
uary 1, lu24, to stockholders ot record De
cember 27, 1923.

City Central Corporation
ROBERT

X•

1.00
Bungalow Aprons, $1.25, $1.39 1 CIO
Quality, gingham and percale ______

Yard wide Outing, heavy weight,
4 yards

1 AA

............ 1 * WJ
00

Ladies’ Outing Petticoats,
2 for.......................... .. ..............

*

Ladies’ Umbrellas . . .........................
Quilt Size Batting, 2 rolls..............
$ 1.50 Marquisette Curtains.........
Aluminum Thermos Bottles.........
Eden Flannel, 25c value, 5 yds.. .
Ladies’ Heather Bloomers, large
size, pair.............. .........................
Oilcloth Luncheon Sets, 1 3 pieces,
2 sets................................................
White and Colored Plisse, 39c
value, 3 yards................................
4 Turkish Towels.............................
4 yards 52 in. Bates Gingham . . .
All Linen Crash, 5 yards.................
Ladies’ Puling Bloomers, 2 pairs. ,
Aluminum Ware, big assortment
to select from...............................

4 yards Silkalene.............................
Black cr.d Colored Fetticoat3 ....
K I % yds. Bates Turkey Red Damask
514 yds. Heavy 49 ia. Unbleached
Cotton..............................................
6 Rolls Batting..................................
3J4 lbs. Patchwork...........................
Outsize Night Robes and White
Petticoats .......................................
Leatherette Suit Cafes, 24 inch,
brown ................. j. . .. .. ..............

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

Ladies’ Silk Hess, bkek or brown,
2 pairs................... ......................

1.00

White Enamel Cake Loxes . ., ...

1.00

$1.50 Bath Mats 4
Beacon Tapestry R 43............... ..

1.00
1.00

■—■■■■ ■

.ft —

Ladies’
Fleeced Lined Union
(sleeveless) (Dutch neck and
short sleeves) and high neck
and long sleeves.......... ...............

1.00

Co. Rockland

King Solomon Temple Chapter holds pavld
Sawyer,
better known in
"avi t >
iwy
Us annual meeting Thursday night, t'f met- da;, s ol
of the local boxing arena
with election of officers, reports, etc.
Sawyer, now a successful
’’Muggs' Sa
—The regular meeting of the Council f atractor in Lewiston, was a visitor
will be held Friday night.
the city last week.

j

,t tne Shut

of..£af

ftN,or*h National Bant?

Wo talc this opportunity to express our

City Central Corporation

H. HALLOWELL. Treasurer.

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

sincere appreciation of tho business you have

entrusted to us.
V/c shall endeavor to merit your patron^

age at all times by extending a cordial, will
ing, liol,.iul service bacced by ample re

sources and strength.
Again we thank you md earnestly say—

‘COME OFTEN."

Foot of Limere-k Street

: : HAS PAID : :

554% DIVIDENDS

4*4 Interest Paid on Savingd Accounts

Rockland, Maine

We have fifteen Overcoats
in these sizes that we will
sell for $10.00 each. They re
worth a lot more money.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

THE NEW YEAR COMES

'

This will be your lucky day
if you wear an Overcoat in ‘
either 35, 36, 37, 38 or 46.

You Know What You Are Doing.

SINCE 1907

Other People May Not

Shares May Be Taken at Any Time

Tell Them Through an Advertuement In Thia Papa.

COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
142-T-tf

Horth Rational Bank |
Rockland, Main©

Every-Other-Day
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BUYS ELECTRIC PLANT

TALK OF THE TO

Central Maine Takes Over
Lincoln County Plant and
Adds It To Rockland Dis
trict.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
■Dec. 30-Jan. 6—National Week of Prayer.

Jan. 1—New Year's Day.

Feb. 1—(7.15 p. in. ) Woman’s Educational
Club meets.
April 3—Republican State Convention in

Portland.

, Jan. 4—7.15 Methodist vestry, Carl 8. Van
Winkle, Portland, address for Woman’s Edu
cational dub, “Constructive Forces in the
Near East" and (’apt. H. E. Dixon of Salva
tion Army "Girls of Rockland."
Jan. 7—Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R. meets
with-Mrs. Harry Buffum, Grove street.
Jan. 7—Open Meeting of Shakespeare So
ciety.
Jan. 7—Annual meeting of Chamber of Com
merce at Rockland Hotel.
Jan. 8—Knox County Supreme Court begins.
Jan. 14—'Knox County Ministerial Associa
tion meets at Baptist Church in Thomaston.
Jan. 16—Annual Chapman Concert.
Jan. 16—Baptist Men’s League meets.
Jan. 18—(7.15) Methodist vestry, address for
Woman's Educational Club, Hon. Haro'd M
Bewail, Bath, subject, “The World Court.”

Contractors arc figuring on a new
garage to be built at the Northend in
the spring.
C. Snow Hall, Jr., has entered the
employ of Kobhins drug store, Bramhall Square, Portland.

o
u

Q38
X
£a
z
<0

The Centra! Maine Power Co. has
bought the property of the Lincoln
County l’ower Co., which was placed in
the hands of a receiver 18 months
ago. The property was sold at auc
tion by order of the Supreme Court,
and the only bidder was the Central
Maine Power Co., which paid $200,000.
The sale is the first step toward re
organized and Improved electric light
ing service in Damariscotta
and
Boothbay Harbor, the towns w-hich
we.e formerly lighted by the Lincoln
County Power Co., and that th(«e
towns will in the future receive the
same ex.client service which tSuir
company gives In other parts of the
State.
The Central Maine’s latest acquisi
tion will be attached to the Rockland
District, and will be under the su
pervision of Supt» H. P. Blodgett.

ONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
412

MAIN

STREET,

SPECIAL

ROCKLAND

ANNOUNCEMENT

JANUARY CLEARANCE AND WHITE SALE
Starting FRIDAY MORNING and lasting for Ten Days. AU odd lots and remnants left from 1923. These
goods we wiU sell at cost or less. New 1924 goods in this sale at greatly reduced prices. Watch Thursday’s
issue for prices cn a few of the numbers we are offering our customers.

F-.

J*.

SIMONTON

A GENEROUS DEED

COMPANY

ITS FIRST DIVIDENDS

Matinicus Residents Raise Big Lime Corporation Has Been

At the recent annual meeting of the
Putting Earnings of Past
Purse For Fisherman Who
Maine State Committee of the Near
Few
Years Into Business.
Lost
Boat.
East Relief held at the Falmouth Hotel,
Portland, Mrs. Mary Perry Kich, GlenIn a letter to stockholders of the
A splendid demonstrat'on of com
cove. was reelected a member of the
The Littlefield Memorial church" is
State Committee and plans for the munity spirit is seen at Matinicus Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp., anobserving week of prayer.
Watch
work of the coming year were dis where a purse of $682 has just been nouncing initial semi-annual 3 per cent
night services were held there last
preferreds and
cussed.
presented to J. A. Teel, a fisherman dividend on second
night.
The next regual drill of Battery <f
whose power boat was stolen from its quarterly 1 1-2 per cent common, both
will he held Thursday night. On ac
Watch-night at the First Baptist moorings and sunk. One piece of the payable Feb. 1, to holders of record
The Vcnctiun Melody Boys are to he
count of the holiday there will be no church saw the old year out in be boat was picked up on the north shore that date, also regular semi-annual 354
at Temple hall Thursday night and
drill tonight.
coming fashion. A group of “resolu of Matinicus and another was found at per cent first preferred. President Wood
K. of P. hall, Camden, Friday night
tions” pertaining to the activities of sea by a lobster fisherman who was said that this action on the part of the
ot this week.
Aurora Lodge will hold its annual the church were presented by nine of pulling his traps, but there is no clew directors was an indication of their
•
,
-----• communication Wednesday evening. the memibers, there was much sing
confidence in the earning power of the
to the perpetrator of the deed,
This seems to be the psychological
Reports, election of officers and other ing, refreshments were served and at i When it is considered that Matinicus corporation.
ment for The Counier-Gazette ito
important business.
'During recent years. President Wood
11 o’clock Mr. O'Hara gave an organ is a community with less than 60 vot
wish its great army of readers a Hap
recital of half am hour. This was fol ers, according to the last census, it said, earnings have been reinvested in
py New Year.
Kenneth V. White, the popular mu lowed by the ordinance of baptism and will be seen that they were exceed betterments to the plant and the com
sician and drug clerk, started the new at the stroke of midnight the 98 persons ingly generous in raisipg a puree of pany. Now. with modern eqquipment
The new officers of Canton Lafayette,
year right .by becoming papa to a
P. M., I. O. O. F„ will he installed bouncing daughter, who has been present, joining hands about the audi this size. Quite a number of the fish and facilities, is well fortified to hold
its own in the future field of indus
torium, sang “Blessed Be the Tie That ermen contributed $25 apiece.
tomorrow night by Major L. L. Ander named Virginia Aileen.
He gave much
Binds” and greeted the New Year with
Mr. Teel finds it, impossible to ex trial competition.
son of Camden.
acclamation.
press his gratitude1 in words, but well credit to the firm of Kidder. Peabody
W. T. Smith, the plumber and steamwishing townspeople understand how & Co., for standing so steadfastly be
The board of managers of the Home fitter, who has been in the Dufiohue
hind the corporation and providing
The big Fordson snow plow was he feels.
for Aged Women will mfet Thursday store at the corner of 'Main and Myrtle
means for carrying the corporation
at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Bertha streets, has moved Into the south store being given a savage test on the Cam
through timeA of financial stress in the
den road as this paper went to press.
MARIA (COBB) SNOW
Staples, Spring street.
of the Salvation Army block at The- A representative of the paper saw the
past 23 years.
Brook.
heavy plow nosing its way through the
A telegram received this Tuesday
Ernest C. Davis devoted some of his
hard packed snow, planing it down to morning by Nathan F. Cobb announced
hisure moments Sunday to feeding
Pussy willows picked by Luther
What one feature of a person's
a robin whose supplies had suddenly Wotton of Friendship, and mayflowers the concrete itself at a 20-foot swath. tire death yesterday in 'Mill Valley, Cal
[physical makeup stands out
The machine is something entirely ifornia, of his sister, Maria F. Snow,
been cut off by the first snowstorm.
picked by Lenora Brasier of the Old
more clearly to his credit than
at the age of 76.
County read, and Madeline Stoneman new hut Tom Shannon and Herbert
The deceased was born in Rockland clean, white healthy teeth?. A clean
Romie Lee Brantley of Nashville, N. of 16 Gay street place, found their Libby, its crew, were fast learning its
tooth never decays. Do not wait for
C., and Ethel B. Snow of Rockland way to The Courier-Gazette office af tricks and being told a few more by in 1847, the fourth in a family of 11
your teeth to ache but have your
have filed intentions of marriage at ter Saturday’s issue had gone to press. Messrs. Mann and Anderson of the children horn to Francis and Mary dentist examine them every three'
the city clerk's office. Mr. Brantley They were picked, hdwever, before the Knox County Motor Sales Co. Every Jane (Chandler) Cofbb, only four of months.
Rockland Red Cross.
fcot of progress saw the read looking whom now survive. The family was
is a member of the crew of the U. S. G-inch snowstorm.
tetter and Bill Hodgdon of the Cen very prominent in the business and
S. Putnam.
social life of the city of half a cen
1886
1928
Charles D. Kidder, field secretary of tral Fire Station who witnessed the
S. O. Hurd of South Thomaston the Maine Publicity Bureau will ad try-out is certain that he can put the tury and more ago. She was married
^Monuments
compared notes with Willis ~ I. Ayer dress the men after the circle supper big chemical over the road to the pro to Louis F. Snow of New York and
they removed to San Francisco in the
yesterday and both recalled a winN(r in the Univcrsalist vestry tomorrow- spective big fire.
latter part qf the ’70s; being accom
about 24 years ago when there were evening. His subject is one which will
E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
At the annual meeting of the panied by another sister, Lovlsa. anel
only three days of sledding, and that interest every Rockland business man
her husband, Capt. James S. Hanley of
Pratt
M.
E.
Sunday
school
these
of

WALDOBORO, ME.
following a sleet storm.
“Making Maine More Attractive For
ficers were elected:
Superintendent, Rockland. The ship chandlery firm of
Tourists.” The lecture is public and
Snow & Hanley, since dissolved by the
Leroy
Chatto:
assistant
superintendent,
Mrs. J. F. Cooper, State president will begin about 7.15.
W. I. Ayer:
secretary, Madeline death of the two partners, was long
of the W. S. R. C.’will install the offi
BORN
Rogers; treasurer, Francis Harrington; prominent in the business life of San
French—Goeklund, Dee. 27. to Dr. and Mm.
cers of Edwin Libby Relief Corps
The second meeting for the season
Francisco.
Crosby
F.
French,
a
son.—Philip Carter.
Thursday night. The past officers will of the Woman’s Educational Club will superintendent of primary department,
Four ehildr<i were born to Mr. and
While— Roeklarui. Jan. 1. -to Mr. and Mm.
be installed at the same time. Phil- be held next Friday at the Methodist Mrs. H. V. Tweedie; superintendents Mrs. Snow, three of whom survive. Mr. Kenneth V. White, a daughter.—Virginia
brook's orchestra will furnish music vestry when Capt. H. E. Dixon of the of home departin', nt, Mrs. Dunton and Snow died about ten years ago, since Aiken.
and the members of both organizations Salvation .Army will he the first Mrs. Kirk; pianist, Ruth Peterson. The which fine Mrs. Snow had made her
Sunday school is in good condition
DIED
are looking forward to a glad time.
speaker. He will present his plan for The collections for the year amounted home with her daughter, Mrs. Allen J.
Bnevr—Mill Valiev, California, Dee. 21, Ma
toping with the serious girl problem to $330.10 for running expenses, and Pei (field of Mill VaMcy, where her i';i I’., widow <>! LoidS T. Snow ami daughter
The ensuing week sees some extra that confronts Knox County. He is a $98.54 for missions, making a total of death took place. She retained a keen of the late Francis and Mary Jane (Chandler)
Cobb of Rockland, aged 76 years.
good pictures at Park Theatre—Wed most pleasing speaker.
$428.64. All bills were paid and a good interest i» her girlhood friends and
Xewef.iikbe—Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 30, Mrs.
nesday and Thursday. “The Light That
balance was left for starting the year I nme, to which she last paid a visit Fred Neweoinbe, formerly of Thomaston.
Nelson—Sailors’ Snug
Harbor,
Sta'-Mi
Fnfied,” with Jacqueline Logan, Percy
At the annual meeting of the Ma 1924. The Sunday school counts itself about 25 years ago, and old-time read
Marmont, Sigrid Holquist and David sonic Temple Association, the follcw- particularly fortunate in having a man ers of this paragraph will recall with I land, X. ¥., Dec.- —. Andrew Ne'son <i
Tr.oinaslon. Masonic funeral sericts in tlx
Torrence in the cast: Friday and Sat ing were elected: Israel Snow, presi-1 “f Mr chatto’s ability to take over the affectionate remembr ince her girl- Thomaston Congregational church Thursday
urday. “April Showers,” starring Col dent; Orel E. Davies, vice president: reins for nex,t year.
hood^beauty and loveliness of chwac- afternoon.
Hukes—Camden, Dec. 21, lSdgar
Roti»,
leen Moore and Kenneth Harlan: and WilliStn D. Talbot, treasurer: A. I.
ter, which were retained throughbut aged 64 years.
next Monday and Tuesday, Douglas Mather, clerk: A, L. Orne, auditor.
("This is purely a tourist city.” her long life.
Hammond—Camden, Dec. 24, Paul, son of
The board of trustees f.llow: Arthur writes M. A. Johnson to a member of
Ralph and Josephine Hammond, aged 7 months,
Fairbanks in “Robin Hood."
25 days.
S. Littlefield, Edward C. Payson, The Courier-Gazette staff. He refers
MRS. ANNE McNEIL
Pratt—Camden, Dec. 29. Harry E. Pratt,
Arnold II. Jones, J. A. Richan, G. H. to St. Petersburg. Fla., where he is
aged 62 years, 6 months, 26 days'.
Knox Ixidge of Odd Fellow’s held its
Weidman—Rockpoit. Dec. 30, Dr. Stephen
Blethen
and
Richard
K.
Snow.
now
sunning
himself
and
not
wor

Anne
(Murphy)
widow
of
Daniel
F.
annual meeting last night, and chose
Y. Weidman, aged 70 years, 10 months, 22
rying a hit about law briefs or re McNeil, a stonecutter who formerly days. Funeral services at 2 p. m. Thursday
these officers: Noble grand, Jesse TolThe auditorium of the Littlefield Me scripts. “All kinds of outdoor games resided at the corner of Pleasant anil from his home.
man Carroll: vice grand, Charles S.
morial church was well filled at the are in progress, day and nigat” he Orange streets, died last Wednesday
Kikes—Camden, Dec. 31, Edgar E. Hokes
Maxey; recording secretary. Frank B.
wat, hnight service. Rev. R. H. Short adds. “The beaches are filhd with peo in Roxbufy, Mass., where she had aged G4 years, S months, 11 days. Funval
Miller: financial secretary. George A.
Wednesday at 2 p. in. from residence 6 High
of the Thomaston Baptist church ple bathing. The weather is like ours made her home the past 16 years. Her street.
Tarr; treasurer, Harry W. French:
opened with a splendid address at 7.30. in August. There are about 1.000 last illneas covered a period of several
(’iini.nvings—Union. Dec. 36, William 15.
trustee for three years. J. N. Southard.
Cummings, aged 55 years, 1 month. 22 days.
At 9 o’clock a fine program was pre
The officers will be jointly installed sented and this was followed by a love Maine folks here and all are resting months. Funeral services wire held
Cook- St. George, Dec. 31, Ann D., wife of
with those of Miriam Rebekah Lodge feast of general testimony, lasting un as there is nothing else to do. I saw Saturday at the church of Our Lady IKudus Cook, aged 85 years, 5 months, 16
John L. Donohue, Mr. and Mrs. Fred of Perpetual Help. The remains were days.
next Tuesday night.
Kai loch—Warren. Dec. 25, Rose L., wife of
til 11.45. The next hour was devoted A. Thorndike. Joshua Thorndike, Hen then brought to Rockland where serv
Niven Kalloch, aged 67 years, 4 months, 16
to a general conference on the “World ry A. Howard, Mrs. Fairs, Bernice ices were also held at St. Bernard’s days.
The November issue of Coal Age Wide Revival” and from 11.30 to the Whitney and Mr. and Mrs. Charles church. Rev. Fr. Carey olliclating. The
Robinson—Rockland, Dec. 23, Mary J. Rob
contains under tlic department of midnight hour the meeting went to Wotton. All are well. It’s a great bearers were William J. Sullivan, inson of St. George.
"Practical Pointers for Electrical and prayer. At the stroke of 12 the 35 place for loafers here,” concludes Mr. Thomas Costello. James Hanrahan and
CARD OF THANKS
Mechanical Men” an article 1iy J F. present joined hands and sang “Blessed Johnson, who is evidently finding it P. J. Burns. The burial was in Thom
I wish to thank all my friends who so
McWilliams formerly of this city, who Be the Tie That Binds,” followed by the hardest kind of work for an erst aston.
kindly remembered me during ni.v illness nt
The deceased was a woman of es- Knox Hospital, and especially Mrs. Alice Angel
is now electrical engineer for the general greetings for the New Year.
while energetic attorney to do nothing.
|Adaily fine character, intensely de who came in every day and who proved herself
Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corpora
a regulsir Santa (’Ians with a basket of de
The Community Food Fair takes its
tion. The article is entitled “Protec
Judge Frank B. Miller has a state voted to her family, from which she licious tilings to eat and a beautiful Christ
ting Transformers and Motors from first breath for 1924 tomorrow after wide reputation for handling law received the most tender and assidu mas cake. Also I wish to thank the nurses
Damage Resulting from Single Phas noon when the Rockland School and violators without gloves, hut if there ous care during hi r sickness. She is who were so kind to me and m'y heartfelt
Association are any cases in Municipal Court this cirvived by one son. Daniel F. McNeil; thanks to Dr. Spear.
ing.” Several illustrations are used, Athletic Improvement
Mrs. Earl Marden.
nnd the whole is a valuable contribu meets to canvass plans. The Fair was forenoon he will appear at the bench three daughters, Susie A. and Chris
•North Ilavcn.
•
tion to electrical engineering litera very successful last year and the with one hand generously bandaged. tina F. McNeil and Mrs. A. T. Mer
ture,
money made was expended to the sat While attending to domestic duties at chant: and one sister, Miss Margaret
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks to
isfaction of the public in the purchase his home on School street yesterday Murphy.
all the friends who have shown their sym
and
laying
out
of
the
Bro.tdway
Ath

afternoon Judge Miller picked up a
Robert V. Stewnson was surprised
The Davis Garment shop, corner of pathy by their many deeds of kindness, both
and pleased in equal proportions Sat letic Field. This year's fair, which stove poker, which was in its ac Main and Elm strt< ts, is now having a during the illness and when death came t<
loved one.
urday when two of his seven brothers will undoubtedly he held In February, customed position, but which appears final clean-up on furs, suits, coats, ourChester
C. Robinson, Lilllas Robinson, Win
dropped in unexpectedly to pay him a Is expected to produce the funds nec to have just been taken from the
slow
L. Robinson.
*
dresses and a few fur coats.—adv.
visit. T. J. Stevenson of Somerville essary to put field in permanent shape covers of a red hot stove. Waat he
rtirt fcrtLt—Work horse 8 years old. weight
and David Stevenson of Cambridge and make other Improvements.
said may have been an extract from 1150,
The charge for publishing a Card of Thank*
also sled and harness. W. A. BUTLER,
made the winter journey in the hope of
one of his judicial charges, but didn’t West Meadow Road.
ta 50 cents, oaah to accompany the order
1*3
seeing their brother installed as emi
A handsome gold iootball was pre sound that way. Without stopping for
nent commander of Claremont Com- sented Coach Lewis H. Crosby by the his collar or necktie he made a bee
mandery, but the installation, origl- Danvers (Mass.) High School football line across Post Office Square to the
rally set for last night, was postponed squad at the last assembly before the office of Dr. Buchanan. The inside
to next Monday night. Bob has per Christmas recess. The emblem bore of the burned hand was so badly blis
suasive ways, and perhaps can induce the words—"To Conch Crosby from tered and puffed that the doctor was i
his brothers to stay, but profiting by the squad” and put a pleasing touch obliged to lance it, before bandaging1
uut/x
UMO
Sunday's experience he will not take to a happy athletic season. Coach the member. Draw poker and stud |
UqOj
them on a hike to The Meadows again Crosby who completed his successful poker are not the only kinds by which
u q:
when the temperature is only 10 above tutoring of Rockland athletes last June one can be “burned,” it would appear. I
zero.
took the Danvers team with hut two
first string men and rounded out a
The new State Director for Near
The Davis Garment shop, corner of team that made four wins and several East Relief, Carl S. Van Winkle of
Main and Elm streets, is now’ having a ties out of an eleven game schedule Portland, is to be the Woman’s Edu
final clean-up on furs. sTilts, coats, that included such teams as Salem cational Club speaker for next Friday
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager. JAMES J. O’HARA,
dresses and a few fur coats.—adv.
and Peabody High Schools.
evening in the Methodist vestry at 7.15.
His subject will be “Constructive
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Forces in the Near East” and no mem- (
her should miss this treat. Mr. Van
Winkle’s work will include Canada as
well as Maine and he comes to his
new work after extensive experience in
tf
benevolent and educational work, being
admirably qualified as he was formerly
acting secretary of the Board of Fi
nance of the Federal Council of
Take a Lesson in tho Art of Love !—it looks easy, but you've
Churches. He is a graduate of Butler
got to know how 1 Elinor Glyn, author of the famous Three
College, Indianapolis and for that col
TEMPLE HALL—ROCKLAND
Weeks,” knows more about the gentle art of love making than any
lege acted as Field Secretary and Stu1 dent and Financial Secretary. He was
other person living. You’ll agree, too, after you see her thrilling
secretary and treasurer of the Disciples
romance of a .beauty snatched from society’s auction block by a
of Christ Board cf Education and a
man
who knew how 1 Its one of the most deliciously daring films
staff member of the Field department
ever put on the screen 1
of the famous Inter-Church World
K. OF P. HALL—CAMDEN
Movement. Capt. FI. E. Dixon of the
PRICES—25c afternoonaj 35c evenings. Children as usual.
Salvation Army will tell what our
girls need and a general discussion he
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
held with lessons, critics report and
Quarter Hour Solid Reading report.
$
/v
| Thirtf.’-one applications from new
•
A
members were presented last meeting.
A story of a beautiful butterfly and a poor mans wife.
This clu*h is in the best shape it has
ever been at opening, both as to finCOM ING—HAROLD LLOYD in “WHY WORRY”
nances and membership. Light re
freshments will be in charge of Mrs.

Extra Nice Anthracite Coal,

The Masonic assembly in Temple hall
last night was one of the largest local
dancing parties of the • season.

VENETIAN MELODY BOYS

1

TWO

NIGHTS

ELINOR GLYN’S
“SIX DAYS

Just

received.

Two barges of very nice Egg, Stove,
Nut and Pea Coal.

PROMPT DELIVERY AND
SATISFACTORY SERVICE

FRED R. SPEAR
Tel. 255
156-5

BX9
NEW PRICES

EMPI8E

10c
15c

NEW PRICES

lOc
15c

“MARRIAGE MORALS”

LAST TIME

: : WITH : :
\T0M MOORE, ANN FORREST, EDMUND BREESE
AND OTHERS

TODAY

Scenic

<Two-Reel Western
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

FANNIE WARD
—IN—

U

ff

THE HARDEST WAY

See This Throbbing Drama and View a Real Section of Life
As We Live It.

Comedy: “Just Passing Through”

Snapshots

FRIDAY SATURDAY—NELL SHIPMAN in “THE GRUB STAKE”

rjANi

Three Shows—2:00, 6:45, 8:30.

Evening 10c, 17c, 22c; Matinee 1Ce, 17c

LAST TIME

JOHN GILBERT

TODAY

“CAMEO KIRBY”
COMEDY:“LUCKY RUBE”

NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Jacqueline Lo^an
Percy Marmont
Sigrid Hohnquist
David Torrence
The screen can give

no finer entertain
ment

than

this

tense cvery-minute
production of Rud

yard Kipling’s fa
mous story of ro
mance and adven

ture.

F
J?-

©
Cfiduret
^3'

JESSE L LASKY

PRESENTS A

GEORGE MELFORD
production

THAT FAILED'

THURSDAY, JANUARY 3

FRIDAY, JANUARY 4

“THE

VENETIAN MELODY BOYS J

EMPTY

CRADLE”

bbom RUDYARD KIPLING S famous novel

Also “THE FIGHTING BLOOD”
FRI.-SAT.—“APRIL SHOWERS” With COLEEN MOORE
COMING MONDAY-TUESDAY NEXT WEEK
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in "ROBIN HOOD”
The Season’s Greatest Picture

Every-Other-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 1, 1924.

Page Four

CAUGHT BY BILLIONS
Here Are Some Startling Fig
ures About the Great Her
ring Industry.
If newspapers maintained “fish
news” reporters these men would keep
the Herring well ‘‘covered" for they
continually
are
furnishing
big
"stories” (which is newspaper par
lance for fact, not Action). Dispatches
recently told how fiords in northern
Norway have been blocked into a
semi-solid state by Herring shoals.
John Oliver La Goree, in a commu
nication to the National Geographic
Society, writes:—
"Huxley has called mankind an as
sociation of Herring catchers, and if
those fish be counted that are caught
by fish which feed on them and in
turn feed us, he probably has not
missed the mark much.

0UT HE HAS 1DEHTIFIEO YOU

00 YOU PLEAD QUILTY OR NOT QUILTY
TO Th.E CHAROe OF HAVINQ 6URt,LAR>T-ED
THIS MAN

IN HIS R.00M ON THF

NlCiHT QP

JULY

>?•- I'

«

BEYOND AIL POUBT I
MOST FIND YOU CJ'DLTY

WELL JUDQE IT SEEMS PRETTY RAM

HAve
SAY

YOU

Anything mor-eto

BEFORE I PASS SCNTENCF,

UNLESS YOU CAN PROVE
AN AU 01

TO 8E

IDENTIFIED BY DIS <JUY WHEN

HE HAD HIS HEAO UNDER THE COVERS ALL
\THE TIME I WAS IN TUP
ROOM |------- --

Schools Number Billions
"He also reminds us that single
schools covering half a dozen square
miles may contain more than three
billion Herring; yet many schools
have been recorded that covered an
area of 20 square miles.
“The Herring family includes not
only the Herrings, but also the Sar
dines, the Alewives the Shads, and
the Menhadens.
“Distributed throughout the entire
North Atlantic Ocean, the Herring
Clupea harengus, is probably the most
important food fish in the world.
"With so many other species in com
petition, the Herring has never at
tained the popularity- on the American
dinner table that it has on those of
Europe, where it forms a staple diet
for millions: but even in our waters
it is widely known north of Cape Cod
Most of the fish are sold fresh, cither
for human food or Cod bait. Im
mense quantities of the young ones are
racked and sold as Sardines.

WALDOBORO

V1NALHAVEN

RESTORE OLD ART

NORTH HAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Burgess and
Virgil and I.ouie H. Smith, who have I
Miss Margaret Ashjvorth returned
been guests of their parents. Mr. and
two children and Mr. and Mrs. Emil
to Freeport Saturday.
Miss Ellie McLaughlin is spending Mrs. Llewellyn Smith during the
(■combs and son of Vlnalhaven spent
her vacation at home from Stamford, Christmas holiday left Saturday morn
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Z. C.
Workmen
Bring
to
Light
Glories
ing for a visit with their brother Neil
Conn.
Burgess and family.
Prof, Allan Benner left for New York of Wbodfords before returning to the
of Westminster Abbey.
.Mrs. J. F. Brown and son Dalon were
Thursday where he will spend the re University of Maine.
in Vlnalhaven recently, guests of Mr.
Misses Thelma Mullen and Virginia
mainder of his holiday recess.
and Mrs. Elisha Brown,
Miss Laila Brooks, vvhi is attending Black will leave Wednesday to resume
Removal of Varnish From Ancient
I. A. Grant has purchased a young
school in
Whitinsville, Mass.,
is their studies at Gorham Normal
Shields Reveals Beauty of Work
horse of W. Sampson.
School.
pending her vacation at home.
Zenas Burgess picked a bouquet of
Done Seven Centuries Ago.
Miss Muriel Chilles returned Thurs
George Ashworth of Rumford is the
bmutiful pansies from Ills garden at
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. day from a few days visit in Rockland.
Mary and Addie Martin of Swan’s
Thomas Ashworth.
After having been hidden for gen Pli usant River, Dec. 24.
I Misses Vonie and Doris Brown,
Mrs. Lillian Levensaler and Miss Island are guests of their • brother
erations a new wealth of beauty lias Charlotte Hopkins, Christine Raymond,
Elsie Levensaler have gone to Boston. Benjamin Martin.
been brought to light during the res Chi istle Cooper, Cora Hopkins and
Lillian Young has been visiting
Mrs. W. P. Wyman and Miss Audreytoration work iu Westminster abbey, Cora Webster are home for the holi
Wyman were in Damariscotta last friends in Rockland the past week.
says a Loudon correspondent in the days.
Misses Addie Osgood and Lillian
week.
There are several cases of mumps In
New York World. The stone shields
Mrs. Annie Nickerson has been in Johnson sailed fiom Heston, Dec. 29
that decorate the walls on the rii rtli town!
Yarmouth to attend the funeral of for St. Petersburg, where they will
George Young recently bought two
and south choir aisles are now shin
Mrs. John Howard. Mrs. Howard will spend the winter months.
ing in all their medieval splendor, after cows of Irving Grant.
Mrs. Lowney Bunker returned Tues
be remembered as living here for a
C. E. Waterman & Co. recently
day from Rockland.
time in Miss Edna Young's house.
having been smothered for 200 years
butchered two hogs which dressed 974
Ten Billicn Caught Yearly
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Gould have re
Miss Alice Welt was at home for the
lr. varnish.
There's a T&n Cor.vcr.»
pounds.
icnce Outlet Jcr
turned to Auburn, having been guests j
"Years ago Professor Huxley esti weekend from Silsby's Hospital.
j These shields, which are believed to
Enoch 1‘lpcr has captured three fine
Mrs. Laforest Butler and Charles of Mrs. Gould’s jiarents, Mr. and Mrs. |
mated that three billion Herring were
I be the oldest specimens of arcl.itee- minks ricently.
being caught annually.
With the Butler went to Rockland Thursday to Porter Lawry.
M s. Walter Joyce and children vis
! tural heraldry In the world, were
ANGLING wires from lighting fixtures are a relic
W. II. Graffam of Newtonville, Mass.. |
growth of the fishing industry in Eu spend the winter.
placed there by llenry ill, wiien the ited Mrs. Lettie Beverage recently.
cf the early days b tore people l.arned to wire
Miss Helen Bond is employed as was the weekend guest of his aunt, j
ropean waters, it has been estimated
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gregory of Vlnal| building was new. They include tiie
houses for ccnveniencc—when people bought electricity
Mrs. Clarr E. Pendleton.
that the annual catch now exceeds ten clerk at the post office.
! coats-of-arms of Simon de Montfort, haven are visiting at Mrs. Ruth Bev
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Boman anil
William 11. Shurtleff. Jr., of Lexing
for light only.
billion. A single shoal sometimes cov
' Louis IX of France and King llenry erages.
ers ten square miles and is estimated ton, Mass., has been spending a week daughter Ruth left Friday for Lisbon
Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Perry and ehllErir.g your wiring up-to-date and you won’t need to
, himself. The device of Eleanor of
Falls.
to contain at least half as many Her at J. T. Gay’s.
ren spent Thursday with Mrs. Ruth
mis-use
fixtures.
Miss
Faye
Keer.e
has
returned
to
The
Saints
Church
plan
to
serve
a
!
Provence
now
hangs
from
a
colored
ring as the whole world catches in
Beverage and family.
baked bean supper with cake, pie and
year. Many such shcals are known to Westfield, Mass.
• festoon, In reality of stone, that disupThe Fresh Fond is partly frozen
Complete
wiring
puts
plenty
cf
electric
outlets
at
Miss Bessie Waltz of Portland has »alad tonight from 5 to 7.
exist.
j pears behind two tiny heads. Another over but is not yet safe to go on.
convenient
places
throughout
the
house
—
plenty
cf
De Valois Commandery conferred the
"The Herring, unlike most fishes. Is been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. London
I festoon is decorated with a bobbeilSchools began Monday after a two
Templar degree o:i Albert Carver and
handy switches for lighrir.g also. It gives you a chance
particularly fine-flavored at spawning Waltz.
• hair young woman that might quite wet ks recess.
A
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon of Rock Kenneth Black Friday evening.
time, and the fisheries are carried on
to use ail the electric servants you need without sacri
Mrs. Gertrude Snow and Mrs. Helen
I well have stepped out of a canvas by
banquet was served at the close of the
busily during that season. Usually land were in town Saturday.
Harden have returned home from
ficing your light or tolerating dangling wires.
,
Augustus
John.
The river is frozen for the first time eremonies. Mr. Black left Saturday
the Herring is taken with gill nets
i The biggest “find” has been tiie Rockland.
anchored below the surface of the this winter. Smelt shanties will now for Pennsylvania where he has em
Complete wiring costs little enough. Ask us for figures.
II. Witherspoon has gone to Carai gorgeous decoratlou on the tomb of Ed- lenS. for
waters, in which so many are some be in evidence on the ice. The skHrg ployment.
the winter.
i mund Crouchback and two others on
These teachers have returned from
times enmeshed as to sink the buoys and snow shoeing season also opened
Lloyd Whitmore has returned home
in
full
force
Saturday
when
many
dif

heir
several
homes,
where
they
spent
i
the
north
side
of
the
high
altar.
Here
Other forms of taking it are by mean
from Florida.
I.uella Holmes. Olive
of weirs and torching. The latter i ferent groups were abroad engaged in the holiday:
it was that the first experiments were
A. Whitmore and family and Mr.
winter
sports.
lores.
Miss
Stocre
and
Georgia
Piper.
particularly resorted to when cold
made on the dimming varnish that had and Mrs. W. S. Lftdd are at Sarasota,
ELECTRAGIST
Mae Murray with her winning airs
Mrs. Harry Dyer and daughter
weather sets in. A torch is set in the
been used so lavishly, perhaps under Florida.
•bow of the boat. The fish rise to the and graces will be seen at the Star Charlotte returned Thursday from
George Beverage is working in Plainj the direction of Sir Christopher Wrea,
444
MAIN
STREET,
................
ROCKLAND
surface as the vessel glides swiftly Theatre tonight in 'Broadway Rose." Thomaston where they were guests of
with the mistaken idea of preserving field, N. J.
along and are scooped in without ditii This popular film is no more of a suc relatives over Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carver have
; the color. Instead of the almost black
cess than the popular star. Many per
Miss Una Greenlaw and Frederick
culty.
gone to New York where he expects to
made
the
Christmas
season
a
very
surface
that
they
bore
only
a
year
sons who wish to celebrate New Year’s lones arrived Saturday from Belfast.
have work. Miss Constance Carver
SUNSET
Have Many Enemies
beautiful one.
i ngo, these tombs now appear a mass has gone to Boston.
night will be g! id to hear of this real
De Valois Commandery, K. T„ will
Mrs. J. 11 Hosmer lias g,nc to Cam- 'of brilliant coloring that pays a high
hold its installation of officers Jan. 4.
"The food of the Herring consists hit on the program.
Miss Cora Webster is spending the
Moses Annis came home from Knex
J. W., Col. Edward Gould of Rock Hospital to stay over Christmas and den for the winter, where her husband tribute to the craftsmanship cf the Christmas season with her parents,
principally of ‘red feed’ a minute sur
Capt. Jihn is employed.
land will Install.
face-swimming
crustacean.
and
men who decorated them seven cen Mr. and Mrs. Hanford Webster. Miss
will return to Itockland in a few days
Peculiar Sleeping Position.
Webster is teaching in Connecticut.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. E. W. Smalley have re for further treatment.
shrimp. They are in turn preyed on
turies ngo.
A winged ant or a moth will take
Learn "Style” Frcm the Bible.
Mr. and Mrs. Webster also have as
by a list of enemies as long as the hold of a stalk of grass or weed with turned from Thomaston where they
Miss Carrie BroSvii came h"me from
One
of
the
renovators
was
found
Intense study of the Bible will keep
their guest Mrs. Lizzie Gillis of Rock
moral law, ranging from finbac
Its mandibles and while hanging on were guests of the Christmas holiday. Rockland where she is employed on any man from being vulgar In poiut busy at work on the hack of the seland.
whales, porpoises, and seals to Cod
Monday
night,
r<
turning
on
Thursday.
dlliu.
Here
the
other
day
a
magnifi

at right tuples take a nap. Winds
Miss Clements and Miss Oakes have
Dogfish, and Squids.
Friends of Mrs, Ethel',1. Eaton are of stvle.—Coleridge.
cent painting was exhumed from the returned and school opened Monday
may blow, the grass may wave and
“When schools of enemy fish atta
glad
to
know
that
she
is
recovering
grime of centuries. It represents Ed with a pretty good attendance.
tors like a ship in a storm, but the is® EcrrcHa rapidly from her operation. Mrs. Eaton
the Herring the sea gulls are alway
ward the Confessor holding out his
The storm was so severe Friday
on the job to gather up the scraps o nnpper goes on napping. It is as If
is at the Deaconess Hospital in Brook
finger for the ring to be slipped on that it was decided best for the Boda man clamped his teeth on a rope
the fray.
line, Mass.
by St. John. “This is the finest piece veil net to make the return trip from
"The life history of the Herring has and then went to sleep, high In the
Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester is in Rack' of green I have discovered in the Rockland. This is the first time we
never been completely worked out. The air. Only tl:e Insect's jaws stay set
land fir a surgical operation which
I ubbey," exclaimed the craftsman ns have bi on without our dally mall this
facts known indicate that it lives in while it sleeps, in much the same way
took place on Friday at Silsby Hos
(©. 1923. Western Newspaper Union.)
deep water off the coasts, coming in as the foot of a chicken clamps itself
pital. Mr. Sylvester went over on Fri
lie pointed to tiie sister panel on which winter.
Lloyd Whitmore who has been In
shore to spawn. There seems to be on a roost at night and dees not open
day’s boat.
I lie was busy. All that can be seen at
Florid ' returned home last week.
It is not necessary to go to the forest
a number of distinct races, differing again till tnorn'ng. A chicken’s fool
Special exercises were held in the
present is a hand of Illy white against
Many it the young people who are
for adventures; they lie in wait for us
as to size, spawning time, and va
vestry for the elementary department
If convenient bring 'em in, trade
; an emerald background.
The work away to school came home for the hol
Is so constructed that when the knees
at our very doors.—Samuel Scoville, Jr.
rious other qualities and traits, each
face io face and get your money on
of
the
Sunday
s
hool
cn
Sunday
last.
of renovation is being carried on un- iday seasons: Miss Charlotte Hopkins
bend the tees close like a vise.
the spot: or ship your accumulation.
race swimming in a separate school
THE EMERGENCY SHELF SUPPLY A trek with Santa Claus in attendance
All >hlpinents of furs held aside for
; der the direction of Mrs. Tristram of and Miss Christine Cooper from Bur
and having its own particular time an
was a pleasing feature.
seven days.
Satisfactory Prices
dette’s College: Miss Cora Hopkins,
the Itoyal Society of Arts,
guaranteed or furs returned and we
ground for spawning. The number of
Capt. and Mrs. Walter E. Scott and
Sorcerer’s College.
j It Is less than a year since the work Wheaton; Miss Christine Raymond,
The housewife who lias a shelf well son Walter Jr. have returned home
pay cartage expenses both ways.
eggs laid by a female ranges from
In New Guinea there is a “College supplied with canned foods, package from St. Regis, N. Y. where they
began, and there are more artistic and Gorham Normal.
10,000 to 50,000, It is said.
Missis Vonie and Doris Brown of
of Sorcery” where a student lias to go
and
preserved, spent the last three months. They will
quaint treasures waiting to be brought
Boston and Lynn, who have spent the
through a two years' course before he
feels no distress spend the winter at their home hero.
to light. "There is absolutely no fear
Christmas season with their parents,
CLARRY HILL
comes up for his final examination.
in facthg an un
of damage being done,” remarked the Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Brown, return to
Jasper and Alvin Eaton left on
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.,
Most of the sorcerers acquire an ex
Thursday's boat for Boston after
Rear 456 Main St., Rockland
expected guest
surveyor to the chapter. “The proc day. Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Brown en
Rodney Messer of Union is working traordinary power over snakes. They
Vovi-Th-Tu-lS
With a can of sending a few weeks, with their par
ess Is the same as when old masters tertained in their honor Saturday even
In the woods for A. K. Jackson.
can do even more than handle the
salmon, a bit of ents here.
are cleaned. The mural decorations ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Feyler and son snakes with the Impunity of an Indian
Capt. Win Joyce v.-.as in the Cove last
FULL LINE OF
cabbage,
celery
Frances Frye of Camden is a guest of
in the abbey are undoubtedly fine, but
Raymond and Mrs. George Jameson
snake charmer. They train their
and a sour pickle week with freight for P. J. Eaton.
COLUMBIA RECORDS I the best specimens are In the chapter friends and relatives In town.
were business callers in Rockland re
Christmas
Day
was
passed
very
Mis.-, Mary Smith, who was operated
writhing pets to bate and fear certain
or
two,
well
' house.
Unfortunately, these do not
cently.
quietly here
there being nothing
STONINGTON
• come under the scheme of restoration, on recently at Knox Hospital, is re
C. F. Ross slaughtered a pig last people, and then put the snakes in chopped, one may have a nourishing more exciting than the family reunions
place where It Is certain the victim salad in a few moments. It is under at various homes. The light fail of
I ns the chapter house is under a dilTer- ported as being as comfortable as can
week which weighed 260 pounds.
FURNITURE CO.
Lc expected.
Frank Jameson visited relatives and will be bitten.
stood, of course, that all forehanded sno’w together with the full moon at
, ent jurisdiction. Some of the panels
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Mrs. Eirl Marden and Mrs. Foster
friends in North Waldoboro Friday.
housewives have a jar of salad dress night and the bright sunshine by day
j
contain
remarkable
coloring,
and
even
ROCKLAND. MAINf.
Snow have returned from the Knox
Alien Feyler is having a rudio in
ing or the "makings” of French dress
In their present state the eye can dis Hospital where they underwent op
stalled in his home; Robert Payson is
FOR
SALE
ing always on hand.
cern a wealth of detail under the de erations.
doing the work.
If no cabbage or celery Is at hand,
posits of grime and dust.”
Mr. anil Mrs. P. P. Bicknell and son
Rodney Messer and A. K, Jackson
William of Rockland spent the Christ
to the salmon add a half cupful or
spent last Saturday in Belfast. They
mas weekend with A. B. Cooper and
more of coconut from which the sugar
CRIEHAVEN
made the trip in Mr. Messer's car.
KENNETH KNIGHT
family.
has been washed, using a little milk,
W. J, Smith slaughtered a pig for
The Christmas pageant "Bethlehem”
ROCKPORT, Ml.
Go: rge W. Rogers spent the holi
then with a good boiled dressing a
E. H. Clarry last Wednesday which
93-tf
days with his parents at Clark Island. given by the children of the Sunday
dish which is very substantial results.
weighed 350 iiounds.
Miss Dorothy Simpson, a student at school was very well attended. It was
With the cupful or two of griddleWalter Feyler and Everett LaMont
Rockland
High School spent her va one of the best things ever given by
attended Grange at North Waldoboro
cake batter which has been prepared
the church and the young people took
cation
at
her
home here.
Thursday evening.
' with milk and eggs, a cupful of canned
their parts well. The committee are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Simpson
and
Miss
Foster Mar.lc and family spent
com Is stirred and you have fritters
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As the cold weather approaches,
dairyman are making plans for the
harvesting and storing of their ice
crop. Thousands cf dollars are lost
annually because of failure to have a
nuffUclent supply of lee on hand during
the warmer months. The losses occur
because the milk or cream is returned
to the farmers or Is manufactured into
a poorer grade of manufactured prod
ucts, which mean lower prices.
In the past twenty years sickness
has decreased rapidly in the adult but
not so fast in the infant or child. To
the latter, milk Is the most essential
food. When It is realized that these
Individuals are very susceptible to di
gestive troubles from any but fresh
milk and that these troubles often re
sult in death, is it any wonder that
the public will be more particular con
cerning the conditions tinder which
this essential food is produced and
handled.
Cooling milk and cream on the farm
promptly and properly would provent,
to a large extent, the enormous waste
which occurs every year. It is diffi
cult to accomplish this without the
use of plenty of ice.
Milk directly
from the cows contains but few bac
teria, but others enter the milk as it
Is handled. These bacteria multiply in
warm milk thereby causing souring
and undesirable fermentation. A tem
perature of 60 degrees or higher assist
in the souring process, consequently
it is necessary that the milk be kept
below that temperature, and prefer
ably below 50 degrees.
A popular method of cooling milk is
by the use of a spring or of a tank of
water in which ice is kept. Spring
water is seldom as cold as it is thought
to be, and springfe that are said to be
“As cold as ice" frequently have a tem
perature as high as 65 degree Fahren
heit. An accurate thermometer is es
sential. thereore, to determine the
temperature of water for cooling milk.
Considerable bacteria, however, de
velops before milk becomes thoroughly
cooled, by this method. An improve
ment over this is by the use of a
cooler in which lee is kept and over
which milkflows. The fact that pre
cooling with a surface cooler is not
practised and that ice is not put into
a cooling tank until after the milk Is
put there, is the cause that much milk,
reaching the shipping station or the
consumer in summer, soon sours.
To cool milk by use of the pre-cooler
aral the tank will require about four
tons of Ice per cow, allowing for
shrinkage. In storing ice tiie most
essential features are good drainage
and plenty of ventilation above the
ice. Allow 45 cubic feet per ton for
lee storage, for example; a building
20x15x10 will store 60 tons of ice and
will allow for the required amount of
sawdust around the sides.
By taking these precautions the
milk supply will be insured against
loss during the coming season. Why
work hard to produce milk and then
lose all the profit by not having a
sufficient amount of ice?

,

CUSHING

.Mps. Mary Crute is home from
Thomaston.
Miss Fannie Crute is home from
Winsted, Conn., for the holiday vaca
tion.
Ulmer Gray of South Dakota, has
been in town, the guest of her cousins,
Mrs. Cora Killeran and Mrs. Mary
Seavey.
Harry Young has purchased a now
horse.
Mrs. Nellie Young and Mrs. Maud
Young spent Christmas in Dorchester,
Mass,, guests of Mrs. Emily Mitton.
They will visit relatives in New Hamp
shire before returning home.
Ralph Pease has a new span of
horses.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holder, Miss
Eugenia Holder and Ralph Holder of
East Boston were home to spend
Christmas with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Holder.
Mr. Anderson recently visited his
eon Augustus.
Estabrook l’ease. who is spending
the winter at Togus. has been at Ralph
Pease's for ten days' furlough.
Miss Orpha Killeran, who has been
home from Bates College for the holi
day recess, returns to Lewiston today.
The Christmas tree known as the
"Aunt Carrie Memorial," was held at
the town hall Monday afternoon in
charge of Inez L. Fogerty and Mina A.
Woodcock. Funds are sent each year
from New York by the sons in memory
of their mother, Mrs, Kuhnle. This
year a generous donation for the tree
came from Edward Gonia of Rockland
and through the kindness of those
gentlemen a happy Christmas was
given the children.

A.1 ottle of MUR I©

Bottle of He<altl\

WE SELL MILK IN
THATCHER BOTTLES

/
Milk is the one food<nat can alone sustain life.

Miss Mabel Wall, who has been
pending the Christmas recess with
her pare its Capt. and Mrs. S. II Wall
cturred this morning to Middleboro,
Mass., to resume teaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Robbins of
Rockland were recent guests of Mr.
nd Mrs. Edgar Smith.
The annual roll call and business
meeting of the Baptist church will be
held Wednesday evening. Supper will
be served at 6 o’clock to the members
of the chur:h and parish. Rev. E. C.
Whittemore of Waterville will be the
speaker and there will be an interest
ing program.
Miss Doris
Butterfield
returned
Monday to Castine after spending a
few days with her mother Mrs. Flor
ence Butterfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll and son
Howard spent Sunday in West Rock
port where they were guests of Mrs.
Carroll’s parents Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Andrews.
Mrs. Minnie Ingraham cf Camden
was the guest of Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou
nd Mrs. Annie Deane Sunday.
Miss Beulah Lane has returned to
Medford, Mass, where she is teaching
after spending Christmas with her
parents, Capt. and Mrs. George Lane.
Mr. and Mrs. It. A. Burns have re
turned from Vinalhavcn where they
have been visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren and At
wood Smith returned Friday to Win
throp, Mass., after spending Christ
mas with their parents Mr, and Mrs.
Edgar Smith.
Fred Calderwood who has been the
guest of his daughter Mrs. William
Whitney returned Saturday to Vinalhaven. Mrs. Calderwood will remain
for the week.
Miss Avis Butterfield has gone to
Davidson where she is teaching.
Z.idoe Brown has returned to Liver
more Falls after a brief visit with his
family.
The many friends of Mrs. W. L. Bal
lard will be pleased to learn that she
recovering from her recent severe
illness.
The town schools opened Monday
after the holiday recess.
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ERICK HARJULA

Trains Leave Rockland

Popham’s Pills

j -------------------- -----------------t
By MURA CURTIS LANE

for

Augusta. Z.J7.00 a. in , 17.30 a. m„ 11 10 p. m.'
Bangoi AiZ.OOa. in.. 17.50 a. in., tt.10p.ni. ,
Boston, AS'.00a.m.. 17.30a.m., 11.10p.m. I
Brunswick,A57.03a.in.,t7.3Ja. in., tl lOp. m..
15.30p.m.
Lewiston, A§7.00a. in., |7.30 a. in., fl.10 p. m.
New York, tl.lOp. m.
I
Portland, A|7.00 a. in., 17.30 a. m.. 11.10 p. m..
13.30 p. m.
I
Waterville. A 57.00 a.m., 17.30a. m.,tl. 10 p. m.
Woolwich. A57.00 a.m., p .30 a.m.. 11.10 p. in .
15.30 p. m.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
t Laity, except Sunday.
,

,
’
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MBONE’S MEDITATIONS

POULTRYFEEDf

Pjtaicnal & BBSiiiess Cards

MAKES ’EM LAY BETTER

titive part ecmes in the comparison of
EAST APPLETON
the results and adds great interest to
A. J. Tash of Chester is visiting with the work. Among those who had ex
r.c bie Bobbins has installed a radio.
his sister, Mrs. Josie Cummings.
ceptionally good results in November
Mark Ames, a senior at Colby Col
Mrs. Iza Mank who has been sick were: Martel A. McLain. Wert Applelege, spent Christmas with his par
the past week, is able to get about the ton and C. L. Dinsmore, Waldoboro.
ents, Mr. und Mrs. George Ames.
house.
Ge'orge Hall was home for Christ
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Cummings of Au
mas.
burn spent Christmas with Mrs.
GLENCOVE
CHOICEST GRADE
Mrs. Walter Hill has returned to
Charles Mank.
HAND PICKED
her
home
in
Ludlow,
after
spending
Mr. nnd Mrs. Sidney Mank enter
Mrs. Emily Vcnnard and Miss Ada Christmas at her home here.
tained Mr. and Mrs. Perley WhiteBest
and Safest Brand
Recent caller sat tht home of George
house and two children of North Wal Hail returned to Andover, Mass., Sat
to Buy
urday
after
spending
the
week
with
Ames
were
Misses
Ava
and
Freda
doboro, Mrs. Mabclle Cross of Camden,
Mrs. Mary Hall.
Gushee, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gushee
SUPERBA ON THE LABEL
lrville Swan of Auburn and Mr, and
Margaret Stevens of Warren has and family, Mrs. Ethel Griffin and Miss
Mrs. Lester Mank of
Brunswick
been the guest of her grandmother, Louise Mank.
Christmas Day.
Mrs, Mary Hall, for a few’ days.
George W. Gushee has gone to Phila
Mrs. Mabelle Cross of Camden called
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Young spent
on her brother, Charles Mank Wednes Christmas with the Tominskys in delphia to visit his son Maxey.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Gushee enter
day.
Rockport.
tained at Christmas Joseph B. Gushee
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson spent
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Perry were and family and Almond Gushee and
Christmas with
Mrs.
Jameson's guests at Alton Wincapaw’s for the
family. A well ladened tree was much
mother. Mrs. Norman Castncr in Wal holidays.
enjoyed by the children.
doboro.
Mrs. F. O. Jameson has been enter
These small ads in The Couriertaining her nieces through the school Gazette are read by every body. That
WHEELER’S BAY
vacation.
Is why they are so popular and
School begins next Monday and with effective.
Miss Nellie Richardson cf Bangor
it will begin the snow' storms.
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Arthur
SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE
Harrington.
Mins Agnes Barnes of Portland spent
ASK YOUR GROCER
Christmas with Mr. nnd Mrs. Ji II
Barnes.
tonsilitis or hoarseness,
Percy Dennison had a shooting match
at Arthur Harrington's Christmas Day.
gargle with warm
Harry Miller of Portland is working
water. Rub Vicks over
xXv . T, for J. S. Allard.
throat and cover with a ** *•«•* - ,
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Allard and grand
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
hot flannel doth. Swal
daughter Marie have returned from
Tk» Fimout SkMt Mutlt you uo tSvof
low slowly small pieces.
Portland where they have been for ten
UMk is
too issdisf masstlsst. Ovsf
weeks. Mr. Allard has had employ
2206 sslMtlsss—tsrd lor ostslotos.
ment there.
MAINE MU81C CO. Rogkland. Ms
Francis Brcodis is cutting wood for
Victor Dennison.
ex.
PICTURE FRAMINU—Furniture repaired,
J. S. Al'.prd has opened his mill for
sharpened, ell kinds of ehop carpenter
VapoRub
the winter nnd is ready to nil all or eawa
work promptly and carefully done. EDWIN 11
ders for laths promptly.
MAXCT, 9TW rt/iOB’l »wts. kt Us B(0«k.

SUPERBA
SWEET CORN

VICKS
w
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When He Sold

“We've struck the wrong town, my
dear,” said Edwin Long to his wife,
COAL'W DEALERS
Drink more botrled milk at meal time and
llay.^ "Of all the God-forsaken
Accurate end
presentable
I). C. DOUGLASS,
M. I- HARRIS, » 1
Bill of Sale It essential. Write our
pluces—”
between meals, too. Our milk and cream is
9 24-33 V. P. & G-.-a'l Mgr. Gcn'l Pcsseager Agt.
Service Department for sugarsl'om.
"I didn’t know there were such
always delivered in Thatcher honest-measure
towns in America," said ltuy deso
THE POTTER PRESS
Eastern Steamship Lines, inc.
831 SOUTH ST
WALTHAM, MASS
Bottles. To he sure of getting what you pay
lately.
Not a soul had come to her recep
for, phone us your milk order or slip a note in
BANGOR LINE
tion. Why? It was a garrison town,
STEAMSlitP BELFAST
your empty milk hottie tonight. Prompt ser
nnd the ofilcers' wives formed a little ins, the widow of a 1 anther merchant.
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
vice. Cleanest dairy methods. Pure, rich milk.
click among themselves and ruled the But there was no signs of the m'litary. 6.0ft I’. M. for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
roost. Not to hold connulsslonetl rank i Itay wept.
at 5.H I’. M. Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
hi the army was to he u social out- '
“It’s no good, Edwin,” she said to Saturdays at Soil A. M.; Camden 5.45 A. M.;
Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
cast.
her husband that night wlmn he called Winterport at 9.30 A. M.; due Bangor 10.00
Ilut there was worse for the Long.-; ! heme. “Socially we'll always he no- A. ’1.
Return—Leave Bangor Mondays and Thurs
than that.
Long was the local rep budies. I diif so hope that Mrs. days
at 11.00 A. M. for Boston and way land
Dealer in MILK AND CREAM
resentative of a certain proprietary O’Dowil would show a little gratitude, ings, due the following morning about 7.00 A.
II.
medicine
—
Poplium's
pills.
It
was
one
at least. Why Is it?"
She dung to
THCMASTON, ME. TEL. 158-4.
MT. DESERT A. BLUCHILL LINES
of the standard remedies of the coun him, weeping,
BAR HARBOR LINE
try. A very good pill It was, curing
“I think the explanation isn't diffi
Leave Rockland V.’.-dnesdays at 5 A. M. for
headache, neuralgia, weakness, back cult,” answered Edwin.
“You see, North Haven, Stonington. Southwest Harbor,
We UseThatchcr Honest-Measure
Xortln a t Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
ache, and a half a dozen other ail you only saved a life, nnd Colonel bor 11 A. M.
Milk Bottles
Return -Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8.00
ments to which humanity Is subject.
O'Dowd—well, he took four lives with
A. M. for Rock'and and way landings.
A pill representative!
Who was Ils own hand.”
BLUE HILL LINE
going to cull on the wife of a pill
HHaBSSBJSOg^tBMBBWXT
Leave Ro-khtnd Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
representative?
Every
aristocratic
•3?
Hark Harbor. South Brooksville, SargentviBo,
What Was Necessary.
Derr Isle, Brooklin, South BluehiU, due Biuo'
i
nose was turned up at the Longs.
liiil 11.0ft A. M.
S!x-yenr-ol<l
Mary
Ellen
luid
formed
Especially that of Mrs. O'Dowd,
Return- Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8.00 A.
whose husband, the colonel, was ex •he habit of keeping tiie family wait- M. for Rockland and way landings.
At
Bo;ten connection is made via the Metng at meal times while she washed
pected dally back from the Rhine,
politan Line express freight steamers for
her hands nt the kitchen sink. Not r<New
York and points South and W’est.
bearing his blushing honors thick upon
did she break it when her grandfather,
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
ldm. The doughty colonel had killed
who was a minister, came to the house
Portland-Now York Freight Service
four men in a heroic liund-to-liand en
Direct Freight Service between Portland And
to visit.
counter.
His fame had been sung
New York is resumed from tiie New State Pier,
One day her mother had called to Portland. Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays
everywhere.
her to hurry, hut Mary Ellen still lin and Saturdays each way.
O'Dowd came home. There was a
Through rates and direct track connections
gered. And mother spoke witli more with
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
procession of veterans to meet ldm,
roads.
authority, saying: "Mary Ellen, you
bearing Hags. O’Dowd made a speech hurry tip.”
F S. SHFRMAN, Supt., Rockland. Maine.
It. S. SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine.
st the station. He made a speec.i from
Bad; floated Mary Ellen's answer:
the porch of his house.
Everybody "You just tell gYandfather to go o»
Vinalhaven and Rockland
yelled.
Mrs. O'Dowd's social leader and say grace, I can hear every word
Steamboat Co.
ship was established forever. The if it In here as well us in there.”
Longs were altogether out of it. Peo
THE PIRCCT ROUTE BETWEEN ROCKLAND.
ple were very polite to Mrs. Long on
VINALHAVIN. NORTH HAVEN. STON
the street, Including Mrs. O'Dowd—
INGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
Dr. S. Y. Weidman
/
only they weren’t invited.
SWAN'S ISLAND
“How do you do, Mrs. O'Dowd,"
The news of the sudden death of Dr.
IN DE OLE DAYS YOU
FALL AR3ANGEMLNT
Stephen Yates Weidman which oc said Ray Long as she met the colonel's
(Subject to change without notice)
COULD MOS* EN GlNALLY
curred Sunday morning Dee, 30 nt his wife coming out of the department
IN trFLCT. THURSDAY, N0VLMBLR I. 1121
home o.i Central street brought sad store.
Tell a prospe’ous man
ness to tho hearts of many to whom
“Not very well, my dear," answered
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
BY PE kin' O' HO55 HE
during the thirty-two years of his i the society leader. "I'm afraid I've
VINALAAVLN LINE
practice in ltockpirt he had great.y j
overdoing it it litth with those
tfb
’Ainer lei von Vinalhtivbn at S.ftO A. M. for
DRIVE BUT TAIN' PAT
When tlxey say a Quart - They mean it
Itm kiaiid. Uoiiirnhig, leaves Rockland (Till
e. cleared himself, lie was a friend to
WAY WID PE AUTo!
recepiIons for the colonel."
son s Wharf! at 2.00 P. M. Tor Vlnalhaven.
the rich and p"or alike and until about
Mrs. O'Dowd was worse than she
STONINGTON AND SWANS ISLAND LINE
two years ago when his health failed
Sicxhtdi. ii.Hves Swun’s Island at [».3u A. W.;
he had a busy professional life, his had known. Within a week she was
.•'lonm^ioi: H 1 > A. M. and North ((nvnn at 7.4S
A Ai tor Rockland. Returning, leaves Rock
practice extending over a large terri in bed, helpless. Within two weeks
land (Tillson's Wharf) ai 1.3') I*. M. for North
tory. He was born in Etna, Tomkins specialists, gathering from all parts
Haven. S.onington, ami Swan’s Island.
of
the
land
to
attend
the
hero
’
s
wife,
U . S WHITE. Genera’. Manager.
County, New York, Feb. S, 1853. son
Rockland. Maine, November 1. 1923.
ot Dr. John S. ai d Catherine (Hynds) admitted that tier d'sease nppeared be
Weidman. He received his early edu yond their control.
cation in the s huo’.s of Dryden. N. Y„
She was paralyzed from the waist
studied medirine with Dr. Briggs of down, she was tortured with head
Dryden and graduated from the Uni aches she had no appetite—in fact,
Clean, wholesome feed —
Dr. Miry Elizabeth Reuter
versity Medical College of New York
as Mrs. Long said to her husband, she
in 1386. After taking a special course
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
rightly priced — that
had
just
those
symptoms
that
Popin Bellevue Hi spital, New York, he
Telephone 323.
began the practice of medicine in 1836 ham’s pills were guaranteed to allevi
at Cuyler, Cortland County, New York ate.
38 Sumn'er Street.
Rocklent
“Nonsense," said Long.
“There's
where he remained for three and a half
at this time of year.
Rg-ie
years. Then removing to Marcellus, N. nothing to ’em but a little calomel and
Make your hens worth their keep
Y„ he continued to practice there until a good deal of faith curing,”
Not Medicine, Not Ostoopathy
1891 when he came to Rockport, where
liny Long believed in Popham’s
now! Buy K&W Feeds.
C.
M.
WHEELER,D.C.PLG
he has since resided and practiced. Dr. pills. Hail they not cured her of that
Your dealer sells them.
Chiropractor
Weidman was Health Officer at Cuy backache which two doctors couldn't
ler for two years and has served in
407 k’AI!4 STREET - - ROCKLAND
Kendall & Whitney - Portland, Ms.
alleviate.
Hay was good-hearted.
Copyright. 192.1 by McCluro Nowspeper Syndicate.
Graduate Palmer School cf Chiropraetla
that capacity in Roskport for a num
Oflk® Hours:
ber of years, lie was a member of She sought an interview witli the in
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays, 10-12, 2-3, 7-1
CANKHUPT
’
S
PETITION
TO"
DISCHARGE
valid.
various Masonic bodies, having joined
Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
Saturdays »ft-l?
Tel, OR#
“Dear Mrs. O'Dowd, if you would
the Blue Ixidgc at Dryden, N. Y., in
In the matter of Merton IL Ames, hank
1876, the Chapter at Camden, Me., In only try Popham’s," she said. "Do runt,
H. v . TWEEDIE, M. L)
In IwnUruptc.v.
One three
1894, and Claremont Commandery let me send you a box.
To the Honornb'e C.nrenco Hale. Judge »»f
Knights Templar at Rockland, Me., in times a day. after meals, with a little the rdstrhl Court of the United S'.al&t for
Diseases of the Eye;
the Di.trlft of Mali./’.
1895. At the time of his death he was water to follow.”
Merton K. Ames, of Roik'.aml, In the Coiin'.v
Refractions, Etc.
EGG LAYING CONTEST
a member of Camden Commandery. He
EAGLE
Mrs. O’Dowd allowed herself to be of Knox, an I Stale of Malr- , in said IVi-trl ',
407 MAIN STREET
w-as married at Englewood, N. J. Nov. persuaded. She was in a mood to «’<l respe'itful'.v repn s:i:‘s, thr.< on the 2‘2nd (lav
of September. 19:'3. hi t p.”‘t. I. • was duly
Honrs. 9 to 12 A. M ; I to 5 P M.
A North Edgccomb * Red” Headed j Elmer Carver and Francis Mills were 26, 1891 to Clara II. Talbot, daughter
adjudged ban’ ru;it under th? Aids of Cm,
anything.
The
box
of
Pophuin
’
s
came.
Rwla ace' 21 Fulton Street. Tol. 301-1
List For November—Two Good Ones
of David ar.d Eliza (Achorn) Talbot cf
rt iPtlng to bauk. upli-y ; M:a! lie has duly
('dlrs Tshphoaa 495-W
calling on friends recently.
Now, whether It was the virtue In gref-.
In Knox.
Rockport. Dr. Weidman was a man
r.urrer th • < d alt his nrapert." and rights of
Minnie Howard spent Christmas with who was always interested in the wel the pills, or falth-eure, within two nro ii rl.v, and lias fu’ly comp!i si with a'i )’ie _DR. T. L. McBEATH ~
requirements of said Acts and of <hc orders
Reports for November, the first her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. How fare of the town, a trustee of the weeks Mrs. O'Dowd was out walking. of f o».rt touching his bankruptcy.
Osteopathic Physician
month of the sixth Maine winter egg ard.
Methodist church and one of its most Everybody was amazed. Sales of PopVi’hci’i fo-e he p’ :iy« t!i}.‘ he may b“ decrc'd
laying contest, show that the Rhode
Clarence Howard made a (lying trip loyal supporters, where his loss will ham's pills increased a hundredfold by flic Couvi to have a full discharge from a'l
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
debts
provab
’
e
against
his
estate
under
Raid
Telephone 156
Island Reds belonging to Arthur L. to Long Island in his new boat. He be keenly felt as well as in the com In the town.
Bankruptcy A«’i«. except s'ich debts as are ex36
UNION
STREET, ROCKLAND. MAINE
Rockett of North Edgecomb, led with I has returned to Camden where he ex- munity where he has resided for so
ce;Aed
bv
Jaw
from
such
dl»clinrge.
“A wonderful remedy, sir," snld the
Graduate of American School of
a total of 567 eggs. L. W. Wentworth [pects to be ready for scalloping in a many years. He is survived by a
lWcd thi3 iStli day of December, A. D
colonel, shaking Long by the hand. 1923.
Osteoopathy
of Winthrop came second with 503 short time.
daughter. Miss Marlon Weidman of
MFRTJN K. AH'H.
Christmas
Eve
passed
merrily Rockport who has devotedly cared for It's cured my wife completely. I'd
eggs from bis Rhode Island Red:. Phil
Ban krupt.
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
lip Sanvllle of North Berwick third among the residents of the island. him, and been ids constant attendant. never have believed it. Amy says that,
ORDER CF NOTH E THLKEDN
with 441 from Rhode Island Reds and About S o’clock everybody gathered He also leaves a brother, Dr. C. E. In future she'll never be without a District of Maine, SS:
Onus hours: 8 to 3 A. M.
On tit is 29'li day of December, A. D. I'l33.
S. R. XI rrlll of Gardiner fourth with at the schoolhouse to see what Old Weidman of Marcellus, N. Y. Funeral box of Popham’s in the house."
I vo 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. and
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Santa had brought and sure enough services will be held Thursday after
41R frcm White Wyandottes.
Praises showered on Ray us she onOrdered
by appointment
by the Court, Hat a hearing he
'This contest is an annual affair and he was there with a good supply. His noon at 2 o'clock at his late residence, went down the street. Everybody hud had upon the name on tlm Rt'i day of February,
400 Main St. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telephone 160
45 if
is under the direction of O. M. Wilbur, heaviest load was a radio set for Mrs. Rev. J. N. Palmer of the Methodist suddenly become friendly. The local A. I). 1924. before said Court at Portland, in
said District, at ten o’clock In the forenoon;
Poultry Specialist of the Extension Hattie Quinn. The tree and decora church officiating, assisted by Rev. newspaper,
which ran n back phffC and that notice thereof be published in The
_
_
.
Service at Orono. It is not an official tions were very attractive and after a Andrew Young of the Baptist church. advertisement ot Popham’s, devoted n! •
a nr» ip.v." r inint -ii in s.u.i E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
,
_ .
, , ,
V
.. .
. uistrlnt, nnd il;at all tin an i rcibtorn, and
contest but rather a demonstration to sociable evening everybody departed Interment will be in the family lot at
Column to oxphllning why I oplinni S J other perons in Interest, may appear a; the
fur
their
homes
ioadcel
with
gifts.
i\msbury
Hill
cemetery.
OIKoi: VINAL ULOCK. THOMASTON
show what results wll’ be obtained
had cured Mrs. O'Dowd.
Popham’s ,'R.ld time and place at'd ehnw cause, if any
Miss Viola Allen was home for over
on the individual farms when a cer
they have, why the prayer of said peti
Offte, Hours: I to 3 unit 7 to 9 P. M
Christmas
with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
sent
down
a
representative
from
head

tioner should not b? granted.
tain method of housing, feeding and
And it is further Oril'.'.cd by the Cou-t. that KHIOsnc, until t A. M so4 k, Ap.oistissM
quarters, with orders to secure a
management is used. The farmers are Mrs. Charles Allen at the light. Miss
tiie Clerk si all send bv mail Io all known
Alle
n
is
attending
High
School
at
Deer
Tstophoust: RmkIoiim. 41-4: Oillc, l«S
signed statement from Mrs. O’Dowd creditors copies of snid petition and this
instructed in the proper methods and
Isle.
order, addressed to them at th d” I 'accs of
records are kept.
nnd her photograph.
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHI,.
Mrs.
Evelyn
Closson
has
returned
to
re-slden<m as stated.
The contest this winter started No
Iluy gave another reception about
Wi ness ithc Honorable C'aronre Hn!c, Judge, JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
vember 1 and covers a period of six her home in Surry. Her many friends
al thereof, at
this time.
She had three visitors— of the said Court, ami the
complcc
oauu and sundry
Portland, In r.aid District, on the 29th day of
months—ending April 20, 1824.
It hope to see her back in the SchoolMrs. O'Hara, the wife of the lire in December, A. D. 1923.
LINl.
SPECImL ATTLNTION TO
house at the beginning of another
takes in farmers in every county of
FRfcSGHIPTIDNS,
KODAKS,
DEJOHN
F.
KNOWLTON.
surance
man;
Mrs.
James,
whose
hus

VFIOPING, PRINTING ANO ENthe St.-|te and in some counties practi term.
Cirri:.
band
was
In
an
office,
and
Mrs,
IllenkLARGING.
cally every community. The compe

NORTH WARREN

•ORETHROAT

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '
Eastern Standard Time

ROCKPORT

PLAN FOR YOUR ICE

It Is Better Than Spring Water
In Cooling Milk—Essentials
In Storage.
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Every-Other-Day

KEMP'S
Balsam

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Sil

V'

r

170 Main Si.. Rockland. Me.

TOWN

OF ROCKPORT

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

STATZ OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Rockport, in Hie County of Knox, for the
year 1923.
The following list of taxes on real c.vtatc of non-re-Iden* owners in the Town of Rnikport,
aforesaid, for the year 1923, committed to me for collection for said Town, on the 15lh day
of June, 1923, remain unpaid ; and notice is hereby given that if sai l taxes with Interest nnd
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real cutafe taxed as is suflldcnt and neces
sary to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and el arpu, will he so’d at public
auction at the Town Hall, In said Town, on tiie first Monday in February, 1:»24, at nine
o’clock A. M.

Name of Owner

Description of Property

Amount of Tax Due
bieluding Interest
arid Charges

DURA 15. AMES—Lot of land on Ragged Mountain : 1 a< res. Va’unVlon $25.00
Lot of land at foot of Grassy Pond; 10 acres. Valuation $75.ftft
Part of Homestead W. Sid« of Rockland street, adjoining land of Nc’son Col-h
on east; 30 acres. Valuation $450.00 ...................................................................
CLINTON CLARK—Cottage premises at Ballard Park, east r e of Commercial
street adjoining land of Benjamin II. Paul, North and rioutli. Valuation
of land $200 00; buildings $300.00 .........................................................................
BELLE CORTHELL—Land North side of Pleasant street, adjoining ’and of Byron
Kj-der on the East. Valuation $50.00 ...................................................................
A. T. HAMILTON ESTATE—Premises East side Warrenton street, adjoining land
of ZadAc Brewster heirs; on the N. E. and land of Mrs. John ('. Cleveland
on South. VailuaKlon of land $56.00; buildings $350.00 and $100.Oft.................
ISAAC M. JOHNSON—Land East side of Pleasant street. Valuation $50.00..........
C. B. LITTLEFIELD ESTATE- 1-3 Rust cottage prcmfocs at Ballard Park. East
side Commercial streot, adjoining C. Clark’s on East. Valuation $75.00..........
CLARA M. MAYHEW—Mountain woodlot on Spruce Mountain, both sides of Mount
Pleasant street, adjoining land of Knox Cooperage Co. and Everett Spear
on West ; 50 aerea. Valuation $550.........................................................................
MARY' E. ORBETON ESTATE—Land S. E. corner South and M« ndow stroefs,
adjoining land of Adelaide Prince on West; 23 acres. Valuallon $230.00.................
THOMAS PETERSON—Shore lot E. side Rockport Harbor. Wot side Beauchamp
Avenue, adjoining ’and of W. A. Luce on N, and Florence Hill on South
Valuation $200.00 ....................................................................................................
MRS. C. M. PRAY’—Three cottage lots on S. rfidc Beauchamp Avmue East
side Rocki>ort Harbor, adjoining land of C. W. Henry Estaiv on N. and S.
Valuation $60.00 ..........................................................................................................
HAROLD A. ROBBINS—Cottage premises E. side Mirror La':e, adjoining land »f
Salem .Safe Deposit. & Trust Co., premises W side Ro«’k and street, adjoining
land of E. L. Cleveland on S. and W. Cleveland on W. Valuation land
$75.00; buildings $45n.oo ...........................................................................................
EDWIN RUSS ESTATE- Premises on Prehb’.c Lane, adjoining Town of Camden
line on the West and land of H. C. Annis on tiie Wetft. Valuation $400.00....
SALEM SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST CO.—Und East side Mirror Lake, ad
joining land of Eliza Talbot heirs on North and land of W. W. Carver on the
South ; 5 acres. Y’aluatlon $75.00 .........................................................................
ADRIANNE F. SMITH ESTATE—Wood lot W. aide Rockland street, adjoining land
of Lenora Fores on the South and land of II. II. Hemmingway’s heirs on tho
North: 12 auros, valuation $200.00.................................................... . ...................
JOHN WHALEN—Ice house at Northern end of Chlckav.aukee Pond on land

belonging to Oscar Carroll.

$5|-T-<

Valuation $150.00 .................................................

106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TfeL. 244-W.
117-tf

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
Suqtfaaaor to A. J. Eraklno A Co.
417 MAIN ST. ■ ■ ROCKLAND. ME

$23.93
21.95

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav

4.00 SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE

431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
House 803-W
21.95 Telephones—Office 468.
4.00

5.00

L. R. CAMPBELL

23.95

Attorney at Law

11.IS Special Attention to Probate Matter*

376 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
9.98
4.10

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
22.95

COR

TILL«ON aVE. end MAIN ST

17.9G

R. F. ( ROCKETT.

5.00

Know the tremendous pull

9.98

ing power of Courier-Gazette

7.99

Collator or Taxes of tho Town of Rockport,

ads,

i
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THOMASTON
Word was received in town Saturday
of the death of Andrew Nelson, who
died at Sailor's Snug Harbor, Staten
Island. The remains will arrive to
night and funeral services will take
place Thursday afternoon at the Con
gregational church at 2 o’clock. Ma
sonic services.
Anybody having items for the Thom
aston news, please phone Miss Mabel'e
Brown, 35-12.
Mrs. Stonie Jameson of Boston, who
has been the guest of relatives in
Thomaston and Camden, leaves for
her home Wednesday.
Miss Anna Donohue, who has been
spending a few days in town, returned
to Boston last week.
Miss Jennie Moody has had the tele
phone Installed at her residence on
Thatcher street, 129-3.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker and son
Douglas, who have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Willey, motored to
Portland Friday.
Bowdoin Grafton is visiting friends
in Boston.
Miss Jessie Crawford left Monday
morning for Boston, where she will be
the guest of Mrs. Edwin Curtis for
two weeks.
Mrs. Donald George returned to Bos
ton this morning to resume her studies
at the New England Conservatory of
Music.
McLellan Gillchrest has returned
from a two weeks’ visit in Boston.
Mrs. Fred Newcombe of Minneapolis
died Sunday, after a long illness.
Sympathy is extended to her husband
who was a former resident of Thomas
ton and a son of the late Rev. W. A.
Newcombe.
Mrs. Florence Gardiner entertained
the members of the Sewing Club and
other friends Saturday evening, when
the engagement of George Cross, Jr.,
and Miss Elvira Gardiner was an
nounced. A delicious lunch of fruit
salad, ice cream and cake was served.
Miss Frances Hahn, who has been
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roland Hahn, for the past two weeks,
returned to Malden yesterday, to re
sume her teaching in the public schools.
Miss Madeline Stover of Rockland
was a guest of Mrs. Horace Shrader
Saturday.
B. F. Frye left Monday morning for
Grand Rapids, Mich., where he will
join L. E. Smith, general manager of
the Grand Rapids Valley Milling Co.,
and proceed to St. Louis on a business
trip.
■' **• W
Miss Nellie Gardiner has returned to
Castine Normal School after spendin
the holidays at home.
The following students are returning
to their various colleges this week:
Miss Beth Linekin, Miss Lena Shorey,
Miss Lorinda Orne, Miss Margaret
Hanly. Maynard Linekin. University of
Maine; Miss Alcada Hall, Colburn
Classical Institute; Alfred Strout,
Bowdoin College; Miss Katherine
Stevens and Miss Sarah Jones. Gor
ham Normal School; Edward Elliot,
Harvard College; Naomi Averill, Pratt
Institute.
Mrs. Hollie Harrington left yester
day for Boston where she will spend
the remainder of the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal of War
ren were dinner guests of Mrs. Levi
Turner Monday.
Mrs. Leon L. Haupt of this town and
sinter, Mrs. C. O. Haraden of Rock
land, spent a few days with their par
ents at Oceanville. A delightful visit
was made, concluding yesterday.

A special sale is on at the A. & P.
Co. store—Bulk Rice, 4 lbs. 25 cents—
Evaporated Milk, 10 cents a can—
Raisins, 2 lbs. for 25 cents. Free de156-1
livery.—adv.

CAMDEN

| Io Everybody's Column

veiling

Make 1924 Your Year
•J You have a brand New Year beginning today.

<3 New chances to serve and to succeed are offered
each one of us.

x

<J The Happiest and Most Prosperous New Year
ever is our wish to you.

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
THOMASTON, MAINE

3 E

□ u

JOIN THE

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB
AT THE

THOMASTON SAYINGS BANK
THOMASTON, MAINE
152-1

WARREN

The Print-Shop I’est bothers the
Printers, Ges in the Road, Pies Type,
asks Foolish Questions, puts his Feet
on the Office Desk, Scatters the Ex
changes all over, Smokes n Nawful
Pipe, Spits on the Floor, Snatches the
First Paper ofTti the Press and com
mits Other Crimes too Numerous to
Mention.

Malcolm 'Watts has been engaged in
chopping at Stahl's Hill fcr several
weeks past where Charles Woodcock
has been clearing land for blueberries.
Mrs. Jessie Mills is confined to her
home by illness.
The Ladies Auxiliary of S. of V.,
give a dinner at thstr hall on Tuesday,
today.
Crossed wires at the waiting room
of the Central Maine Power Co., on
Friday afternoon caused some damage
by tire which would have been far
more serious had it not been for the
timely arrival of "Billy’' Partridge.
Charles Starrett plans soon to start
a portable mill on the lumber lot he
recently bought of A. Douglas Bisbee
of East Whrren.
Arthur Starrett Is confined to his
home by illness.
Leslie Packard of East Warren had
the misfortune to lose a part of his
mil! dam during the recent high water.
Rufus Libby and children of Thom
aston were Sunday guests of relatives
In town.
IF. Crockett Brown of Thomaston,
who lately returned from taking a
three-months course in the C. A. C.
s'hool at Fortress Monroe, was a Sun
day guest of Mr. and Mrs. W, F. Over
look.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson have
returned from Worcester where they
rpt nt their honeymoon as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wilson.
Ellis Watts is quite ill at the home
of his sister, Mrs. Lincoln McRae in
Rockland.
The Warren planning meeting for
men and women of the Farm Bureau
will be held Thursday afternoon at
Glover hall. Lantern slides will be
shown at 1.30.

Dance with the Venetian Melody
Boys Friday night at K. of P. hall.
Miss Bertha Claeon has returned
from Gardiner where she spent the elected:
President. Mrs. Christine
Christmas vacation.
Carroll; vice president, Mrs. Lucy
Miss Julia M. Annis who has been Wheeler; second vice president. Mrs.
the guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Rose Boynton; treasurer, Mrs. Laura
H. R. Annis returned Tuesday to Mathews; secretary, Mrs. Josephine
Needham, Mass.
Plummer.
Miss Ethel Armstrong who has been
Edgar E. Rokes
the guest of Miss Gladys Clark for the
Edgar E. Rokes passed away yes
week, returned Monday to Quincy. terday morning after a Irffig illness. He
Mass.
was born in Appleton, April 20, 1859,
Miss Doris Wardwell returned to <he son of George and Rosaltha (Bur
Hackensack, N. J., Tuesday after kett) Rokes. Besides a wife, who was
spending the Christmas vacation with Miss Lilia Ingraham, he leaves a
her mother, Mrs. Genevra Wardwell.
daughter, Mr3. Frank Robinson of
Mrs. Ida French la the guest of her Danville, II!., an aged mother and a
son Alton.
brother Andrew Rokes of Burkettville.
Harold Stevenson has returned to Services will be held from his late
Northampton. Mass., to resume his residence, 6 Hipjh street, tomorrow
studies at Massachusetts Agricultural afternoon at 2 oclock.
College.
Miss Margaret Meras has returned
Governments and Economy.,
to Smith College after spending the
Charles M. Schwab said at a din
Christmas recess with her mother.
ner in New York:
Mrs. Ada Frye Meras.
“The advocates • of government
Mrs. Clara Carroll is in the Knox
Hospital suffering front a broken hip, ownership — government-owned rail
the result of a fall on -the ice.
roads and mines and what-not—do not
Miss Olive True of Hope Is making shout so loud since Russia showed
her home with Mrs. A. R. Halford the world how the idea has worked
while attending High School.
there.
Ileal’s hall on Willow stree was 'the
“When Sir Eric Geddes was trying
scene of a merry dancing party Sat
urday evening, given in honor of Miss to introduce economies into England's
Frances Grassow and George Them.is. government services last year, he
The hall was decorated in red and often noticed, in a passage in White
looked attractive, as did the large hall, a sentry in uniform. He asked
punch bowl with its red contents the sentry one day what Ills duties
which much to the surprise of Miss were.
The man said he was there
Grassow. proved to be the red tissue to warn people not to touch the wail.
paper lining which concealed the many He had been stationed there, issuing
gifts for a miscellaneous shower. that warning, for ten years.
Why?
About 20 gueats were present and ^en
He didn't know.
joyed dancing. Refreshments of ice
“Well, Sir Eric Geddes investigated
cream and cake were served.
Merrill Reed, Alice Keene. Is ibella the matter, and he found that a war
Ames and Clifton Conary have re minister's wife had brushed her
turned to Orono to resume their sleeve against wet paint on thut wall
33 years before.
A warning sentry
studies at U. of M.
Mrs. John Bird gave a tea Saturday stationed there that afternoon, had re
afternoon at her home on Union street mained ever since.’’—Detroit Free
in honor of her house guest, Miss Ber Press.
nice Barry, former teacher in Camden
schools. Mins Barry returned Monday
“New” Rembrandt Found.
to New York City where she now
According to Dutch newspapers, a
teaches.
Leslie M. Conary returned Monday remarkable Rembrandt painting, the
to Philadelphia after a visit with his existence of which was previously un
family.
suspected, lias recently been discov
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. I.ord and ered In Prague by Doctor Fell, an art
little daughter spent Christmas in critic.
Westbrook.
The painting, 59 centimeters In
Miss Mary Taylor has returned from
height by 97 in width, is on wood and
her home in Mexico where she spent
represents the marriage of Alexander
Christmas.
Miss Mabelle Small was at her home the Great and Roxnnna. It ls said to
be a splendid example of the great
in Millbridge for the holiday recess.
Miss Rita Young is enjoying a va painter's wonderful mastery of light
cation from the Village Shop and and shade.
spending the week in Boston.
Rembrandt's signature, a Persian
Miss Eva M. Rideout lias returned inscription indicating the subject of
from Bowdoinham where she spent the work, mid the date, 1C2S, came to
Christmas with her family.
light after numerous coats of heavy
The Philatliea Class of the Baptist
varnish had been removed from the
church met in the church parlors Dec.
21 and these officers for the year were picture. (

ry 1
KING LION

© The New Year belongs to everyone—no single
man can claim it now. But its promises are for
you—if you achieve.

3G

qr-

MARY
GRAHAM.’B' inerJ
» ■
COMHOT IT VlSUfcN NIWAttft UNION

Will every day pay a dividend to you in some
thing worth while accomplished?

4J Money in bank will help you win your goal in
1924. Save something each week, and put it in
bank where interest works for you. It may open
the path to greater comfort and happiness, to busi
ness success and riches.

T

The popularity of Charles McCallum,
who is nearing the 80th mark, was
testified to by the Christmas box with
which he was presente by fellow em
ployes of the shoeshop—the box con
taining a gold watch-chain, an evershnrp pencil, books, chocolates and
candy kisses. The delighted recipient
expresses appreciation In the follow
ing verses:

THE SONG OF CHARLIE
There Is va old fellow named Charlie,1
And he has no rail to be snarly.

For hasn’t he kisses
From all the sweet mtsses

That work in the shop with Charlie?
Oil, Charlie was modest last week.
But now you just notice his cheek!
He surely Is vain
Of his gulden watch-chain,
White his pencil so bright
He thinks Ls just right—
A lucky old fellow Is Charlie!

And Charlie will certainly strive
Willi that dandy new pocket-knife
To keep things so trim
You’ll scarce know it is him—

Tis a mighty flue knife, say, Charlie.

Now Charlie Is going to school,
Have you seen his cute little rule?
You can tell by his looks
He's been reading his books.
As wise as an owl Is Charlie.
Now really and truly, says Charlie.
If my temper was ever so gnarly,
I couldn’t stay sour
For even an hour.
With candle? so sweet
And presents so neat—
Oh, what a Box! says Charlie.

Employees of Shoriell-Hon, Inc.

It certainly makes me think
That to friends so true
1 must say Thank You 1
And thank you.
And thank you, aays Charlie.

THE
AMERICAN’S CREED
I believe in the United States
of America as a government of
the people, by the people, for the
people whose just powers are de
rived from the consent of the gov
erned; a democracy In a repub
lic; a sovereign Nation of many
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
one and inseparable, established
upon those principles of freedom,
equality, Justice and humanity
for which American patriots sac
rificed their lives and fortunes.
I therefore believe It ls my
duty to my country to love It;
to support its Constitution; to
obey Its laws; to respect Its flag;
and to defend It against all ene
mies.

“It was In Africa," said Daddy, "and
King Lion was talking to a large pack
of great, beautiful wild lions,
“ ‘Lions,’ said King Lion, and all the
lions grunted In their great, powerful
voices.
•“Lions,* King Lion said again, ‘I
want to go cattle hunting?
“All the Hons seemed much pleased. •
“‘One of us will start the cattle
stampeding, which means to make*
them suddenly and hurriedly rush
about:
‘“Then, ns they try to run away,
there will be another one of us sta
tioned so as to be ready to go for the ]
cattle In the direction for which they’re
aiming.
“ ‘After that we’ll all do some
work!’
"The lions all seemed much pleased.
" ‘We will not bother about sheep,’
said King Lion.
“ ‘Later on,’ he added, *we will hunt
for zebras, when we get tired of cat
tle?
"The lions all seemed equally
pleased at this news.
“ ‘When we hunt for zebras? said |
King Lion, ‘we will go to the great
plains, where we will find them, and
we will get them so frightened that
they will not know what they are:
about, and so we will show them 1
“ ‘They are about to be captured by!
us. We will show them. They make
good dinners? and King Lion growled
happily at the thought
“The other lions, too, did the same.
“ ‘Some day? King Lion went on,
‘we will try to get an ostrich, though
they are rather hard to catch. They
do not sleep henvlly, and they are on
the watch. They say that the ostrich

ls not a very bright bird, but I think
so.
“‘I most decidedly think sol
"‘Now and again a young waterbuck doesn’t come in badly for an eve
ning supper.
“ ‘When you hunt, go after your ob
ject with a great rush and a fine, hur
ried charge.
“Roar as you do so, and that will
help to frighten the creature you’re
hunting.
“‘You will also be able to chase a
creature that tries to get away front
you, for lions are quick runners,
“ ‘Even though they may he so big,,
they can run, and their huge bodies

AdvertifienifcDtt In this column not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for cue time, 10 cents 3 times 8‘x words aosks
s line

For Sale

Lost and Found

THE “W«0D” HOUSE, MASONIC ST.
10 rooms with garage lot 70x100 in rear. Hot
and cold water, set tubs in laundry. Electric lights.
Three or four minutes walk from Post Office, R. R.
Station or shopping district, two minutes from
Electric cars. Well away from the noise of traffic,
surrounded by finest residences in City. Splendid
opportunity for letting rooms.
Two rooms will
easily take care of Taxes and interest on entire in
vestment.
L.

LOST—Man's glove on Main street Saturday
night. Leave at COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE
or Tel. 44-15.
1*3
LOST—-Dec. 27 between Stnrrett’s Mill and
South Union 34x4
tire chain. A. D. DAVIS
& SOX, Thomaston, Me.
1-lt

LOST—Keyring with house key, several
Yales and Ford switch key Xo. 66. Finder
please return to COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE,
care Radio.
155*1
LOST—Maltese shaggy cat. Reward If re
turned to MRS. ARTHUR KOKEN. 7 Clare
mont Street, Tel. 880.
155-157
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterlite. You
can have it delivered In 5-gal. lots to your
home anywhere In Rockland free. For f^rvlcs
call MOODY’S, <55-11
88 tf

F. CHASE,

Tel. 665-2

W anted
45 Middle St.

WANTEC—Dish washer

HOTEL.

at

THORNDIKE
1-tf

WANTED—Housekeeper in family of three.
6 BAY VIEW STREET. Camden.
155*1
WANTED—IPosRion as housekeeper in ‘mall
family or care of invalid. Address BOX 67,
Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
155*1

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; alto ranges and musical instrumenta.

V.

F.

STUDLEY

279-285 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

LAW ON ALTARS
In All Ages Wealth Has Fbwed
Into Religious Temples.
Gold, Silver and Precious Gems Oi
fered as Tribute Both to Idols
and the Unseen God.

B»-tf

POLITICAL TIPS
William E. Bramhull of Friendship
hasn’t relinquished the idea that he
would like to be county commissioner.
He has served notice that he will be
a Democratic candidate for the nomi
nation in the June primaries.
• . • •
It is reported that County Attorney
Z. M. Dwinal of Camden will not be a
candidate for renomination, but that
he will run for representative to Legis
lature from the Camden, Hope and
Appleton class.
• • • •
H. N. Brazier of Rockport is a can
didate for the representative nomina
tion in the Rockport, Warren and
Washington class, on the Democratic
ticket.

WANTED—Roomers for furnished rooms.
152-if
TELEPHONE 501 M.
WANTED—You to know that It will pay you
to store your Battery with us this winter.
HOUSE-SHERMAN INC., Elide Service Sta
tion. Tel. 650-W. Next to Ford agency, Rock
land.
137-tf

WANTED TO BUY—Spruce and pine logs
for sawing Into lumber, either landed or at
the lot. CAMDEN YACHT BLDG. Ac RY. INC.,
Camden. Me.
138-1
WANTED—Housekeeper. JOHN M. DAMAGE,
90 Mechanic St.
135-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy eats and kittens. Dale
Higbee prices paid. JOHN 8.
RANLETT. BodnlUe. Ue Tel 35114 15tf

and teme'-e.

For Sale
FOR SALE—Pair of work cattle, girt
A. L RHODES. Union. Me.

feet.
1-3

FOR 6ALE—Two 10-mnnths old Rabbit
Hounds properly trained. Inquire ALMON 8.
DUNHAM. Stonington. Me.. Box 108.
1*3

FOR SALE—Entire house of furniture, in
cluding r.cw stove. Moving to New York. Sell
cheap to right party. MRS. MORRIS TEPPER.
012 South Main St., City.
156*2

FOR SALE—TO SETTLE AN ESTATE—The

homestead of the late Charles E. Ward in
South Thomaston—a good farm right in the'
Village, well divided into fields, pasturage and
wood land; also two one-horse sleds, and
other personal property. Must he sold at once.
Apply to LUCY A. WARD, 163 So. Main Street,
Rockland.
156-1

Requisition of church valuables by
the soviet government, reported in dis
patches from Russia, raises a question
as to the wealth of the various re
FOR SALE—Few tons of nice hay. W. A.
ligious Institutions of the world.
RIPLF”, Tel. 594-W. Rock’and.
155-tf
“Since the duwn of history people
FOR SALE—Wood, ary spruce, furnace
have been lavish with their gifts for
chunks, $12 per cord delivered. CHARLES
HELIX. Rockville, Me.. Tel. 352 21.
155-1
religious purposes, whether they wor
shiped idols or an unseen God," says MUST USE SLANG WITH CARE
FOR SALE—I<arge kitchen ranee in A1 con
dition ; two two horse heavy wagons and sled;
a bulletin from the headquarters of the
2 tons hay. Inquire at JUDSON LEVENNational Geographic society.
155-3
Author’s Handling of Forceful Words SALER’S. West Meadow Road.
“The result is that In all ages treas
FOR SALE—Hard Wood fitted or junks.
of the Moment May Be Lost
Telephone 172-6, Warren, Me., or write JOHN
ure, usually in the form of gold and sil
on Future Readers.
COGAN. Thomaston It. F. D.
154*3
ver and precious stones, lias flowed to
FOR SALE—Small place on Primrose Hill in
temples and churches, monasteries ar.d
If authors who have passed beyond West Rockport. Inquire of C. E. FEKNALD.
153-11
other religious Institutions. In any pe 4Jils vale of tears might return for a
FOR SALE—Lobster fisherman traps on
riod and in most parts of the world, time and re-edlt their works, they
hand and made to order. FIELD & KEEP, 19
then, except during recent decades In would probably eliminate many of the McLoud St., near Haskell’s Store. Southend.
| the West, a considerable part of the
Tel. 758-3.
151-tf
slang words which at the time of writ
liquid wealth of the world has been in
FOR SALE—New General Electric Motors
ing seemed so pungent and spicy, <-5-10 II. P. with starters and switches; 60
ecclesiastical hands. Only the treas
Other words thnt were slang at the cycle, 220 wa’ts. :: phase. Apply D. SHAFTER,
uries of temporal princes surpassed
151 tf
time of writing, the writer would want 15 Rockland St.. Rockland. Me.
those of the religious Institutions, and
FOR SALE—1 Sets of army wheels; 3 sets of
to leave unchanged, for perhnps now Sarven
wheels and axles; also cord tire size
in some instances, ns in Tibet, the
they are good colloquial English.
98x4 Inquire of ABRAM AV. NYE. 515 Main St..
monasteries and temples held practi
Rockland.
146-tf
One of O. Henry’s characters defines
cally all the country’s treasure.
FOR SALE—-New electric Singer Sewing
a "Man About Town" as a ?‘fly guy
147 tf
“Archeologists find pagan temples of that's wise to the all-night push," The Machine. CHISHOLM BROS.
civilization's dead for thousands «f newer generation would almost need
FOR SALE—Burpee's Furniture Polish. Used
Rockland {or sixty years. Large bottle 60c:
years were ornamented with a wealth footnotes to understand that. "Push” In
small bottle 33c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
| of precious metals. Indian temples of
M tf
has virtually disappeared and "fly" PANY.
several faiths have had their rich seems old-fashioned. "Wise,” In the
FOR SALE—I Stultz & Co. Upright Piauo,
I Columbia Cabinet Machine, 2 Second-hand
treasuries and their ornaments of gold
sense that O. Henry’s character used Music (a bi nets, 2 Second-hand Accordions.
and silver for centuries, and they have it, seems to be ns vigorous as ever, STUDLEY’S MUSIC STORE. Rockland. Tel.
713.
129 tf
made use, as well, of a glittering ar
The flavor has lasted.
“The Lions Seemed Much Pleased."
FOR SALE—9-room house; hot water heal,
ray of diamonds, rubies, sapphires and
There are words, once used ns slung, content cellar; all modern improvements; large
other Jewels.
Many an idol today,
are no trouble to carry on their fast
whose flavors have lasted through gen garden spot. New grocery business well stocked.
from the dim interiors of Indian tem
Al. G GURNEY, 3 Park St., Cauideu, Mt. Tel.
moving legs!
erations until they have been plnced 166-11
103 tf
ples,
looks
out
through
eyes
of
great
“ “They say thnt our roars can be
In good standing In the language;
lustrous, precious stones and wears
heard a good many miles off.
words such as “prig," "mob" and
To Let
“’That ls right. Fill our enemies oilier gems that might ransom an em "humbug."
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
with fear. That Is always a great peror.
No writer could giv« a faithful
; all modern; centrally located.
“Christianity had to fight for its life translation of current colloquial Eng housekeeping
TEL. 348-M.
1*3
help.
for
the
first
300
years
of
its
existence
FOR RENT—Desirab.v furnished aiKtrhneut
llsh without Introducing much slang
“ 'I do not care to hunt human be
five rooms, iiK fine condition thioughmit.
ings. I would not touch a human being and its rites were carried on in the that will never live. A glossnry will of
All newly papered and painted, hard wood
if I saw one. I know that now and simplicity that secrecy made necessary. surely be necessary. It therefore be floors, electric lights. gas and toilet. Apply to
Rut with its official recognition came hooves the authors to get their slang ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Alain St.. Rock
again a lion ,1ms tnsted a human bein
l56-(f
and found the taste so pleasant that U:e tvndencies which had marked most written correctly, or the glossaries land.
TO LET—Modern apartnwnt : fine location.
he has liked it better than anything * ,he "Penb’/ecepted religions which attached to their work a hundred
Furnished or unfurnished. Apply to HENRY
had come before; toward the making years from now will read unintended B. BIRD, Rockland. Tel. 924 or 101-M.
else.
__________________ ;______________ 155-<f
of gifts to churches by devout follow meanings Into their words. A current
“‘Rut that doesn’t happen so often.
TO LET—Tbnement in
Gregory Block,
ers and powerful patrons and toward Instance of such a mistake ls in Sin
If a human being doesn’t try to hurt
Northend, Alain St. Every room newly painted
the use of more elaborate and costly clair Lewis' “Babbitt."
and
pattered.
Electric
lights.
G. A. HAMIL
me I will merely look nt the human
TON.
150-tf
paraphernalia in the services.
Con
One of the characters, "Babbitt," is
and then pay no attention.
stantine, first Christian emperor of
TO LET—Four room tenement, corner Front
made
to
say,
"I
tip
my
benny
to
him
!
”
“‘Rut remember, Lions, my name Is Rome, lavished gifts on St. Peter’s
and Achorn Streets. Apply to II. DA VIM/cor
149-tf
King Lion and ns a family we’re church in Rome and on Sancta Sophia Does he menn he will doff Jils "benny” Main and Elm Streets.
nnd fight, or does he mean he'll tip his
TO LET—Two small tenements. ERNEST C.
known ns royalty.
in Ids own capital, Constantinople. He
DAVIS, Fuller - Cobb - Davis.________ 149-tf
“ ‘The lion is called the King of the thus hud a hand In‘enriching the two “kelly” to him. In token of respect?
LET—Nice tenement at Rockport on the
Beasts. Wlip.t could lie a greater title? most famous, and once the two richest, Everybody ought to know that "Den carTOline
at Kell's Siding. S. B. HASKELL,
ny” means overcoat and not hat, and Camden. Tel. 238-11.
Perhaps the leopard Is a better hunter, churches in Christendom.
145-tf
Mr. Lewis certainly meant to have his
perhaps the rhinoceros Is more dan
TO LET—Store in Camden, good location,
“The marked enrichment of Chris character exclaim that he would tip
suitable for a grocery or market and fitted with
gerous-some folks think so—but the tian churches began in earnest in Italy
small tenement In connection. S. B. HAS
lion Is known ns the King of the and the East in the Fifth nnd Sixth his hnt. In admiration, to the other KELL. Canulen. Tel. 238-11.
144-tf
man; for the rest of the paragraph ls
Beasts.
TO LET—Small, cosy room, •ultabic for man.
centuries and spread in early medieval a paean of praise. He should have
Short distance from business. TELEPHONE
“‘Ah, our great voices have helped limes to France and other western
560.M.
138-tf
us to gain that title. And we must countries. Not only did the churches said, "I tip my kelly—or lid—or dip—
to
him."
But
“
benny
”
remains
to
TO LET—STOKAtiL—to* furuunr*. •uoe»,
never let another animal win It from accumulate gold chalices, patens, cunmusical Instruments or Anything that r»
puzzle the philologist of nnother cen and
quires s dry, clean room. Term* reasonable
■us.
| dclubi’u and other small objects, but tury.
I K
Main
Rfw»lrtwn«"
<«’«
"‘So do not be afraid to use your many laid large screens of gold and
Only words that are actual short
voices, for they make us sound so ter siher, as well as fonts and statues. To
Used Cars
cuts In expression seem to remain In
rible, so beautifully terrible?
u few of the churches, altars of solid the language. Their flavor lusts.—
FOR
SALE
—
Dort 3-passenger coupe, fully
"Then the lions went hunting, and gold were presented, but later church
equipped. Run only 4,300 miles. E. O. PlIILNew York Sun.
ns they hunted they made the sounds regulations prescribed stone und wood
BKOOK & SON, 632-631 Alain St.. Rockland.
154-159
which King Lion thought ,were so us the only permissible materials for
“Dogmoblle” as It Were.
1923 FORD TOURING—About 3 months old.
beautifully terrible. And as they ate, altars. Precious stones also came In
The legless beggar who was haled Had best of care and in prime condition. A.
too, they grunted In tlielr loud fash use to ornament images of the saints,
(’. JONES, phone 576 II or FIREPROOF GA
to court recently when it was discov RAGE. plu i.e 883.
153-tf
ion, and King Lion smiled as he said: or as gifts to them. Thus the Sacred
ered that he passed his leisure mo
1921 OVERLAND TOURING, good condition
“‘It's really worth while to be an Baby of the Church of Ara Coell In
ments having himself hanled around throughout. Low priced tor quick sale. A.
animal worthy of notice, and we are Rome lias been given over a space of
JONES, 5 Talbot Ave., phone 576-R or
In a limousine tnade no more,of a sen C.
FIREPROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
14»-tf
that; oh, yes, we’re that!’"
many years a wealtls of Jewels.
satlon than ahother legless man did
“The accumulation of treasure by
at Grand Central terminal the othei
The Way to Heaven.
Miscenaneoaf
temples nnd churches and monasteries
night as he sped across the polished
Dr. Blnke, the town's sole physician, has not been unbroken.
Time and
RADIO SPECIAL—2.2(10 ohm standard hud
floor
to
his
train.
He
wns
seated
or
was In Ills additional capacity of Sun time again these convenient stores of
Sus U'-T-r- HOL’SE-RHKKMAN 1XC-. 585 -Main
1-tt
day school superintendent, questioning precious metals and precious stones a four-wheeled, carpeted contraption St., Pocklnnd. Open evenlntrs.
which stood about five inches off the
GAS FITTIHC—Tel. f-l;l R. .1. H. JIOIILAIa class en the day’s lesson.
have been seized by conquerors. Pa
SO.\. 77 Broadway.
______ 1‘6
“Whnt must we do to get to gans have looted the shrines of other floor. At one side trotted a husky dog
strong chested and thick of haunch
IF THE PERSON who took certain nrtlelcn
heaven?’’ he asked.
pagans. Mohammedans looted Roman
frnni a Hudson ear in front «f Gregory’s
“We gotta die," replied a bright chuiches, Including St. Peter’s la 84G, apparently a cross between a pointer Clothing Store, will return tlu-tn no questions
and a Scotch collie. The dog wore a will be ashed. K. W. JAMKStlX. Cnnid'-n.
scholar.
and the churches of Constantinople
155-157
stout leather collar from which hung
"Of course,” said the doctor. “But in 1453.
Sancta Sophia, after the
LADIES- Rouble mock or »*tr good. *1
a
strap
about
the
dimensions
of
the
“what must we do before that?”
break between the western und east
the Rockland Hklr Store, 5J» Milo St Mel’
WFI.BM r awnTtvS I”*
"\Ve must get slcF and send for ern churches, was sacked by western old-fashioned elevated car strap. The
AU1O 1 HOCKING—And Foennur. Moving.
you," wus the reply.—Minneapolis Christians during the fourth crusade. legless man clutched the strap and the
reasonable. 8. P. WAD8WORTH. Tel.
dog trotted. Very simple locomotion Prices
171-j
«5tf
Tribune.
Church vessels were taken or de
and speedy. He steered his dogmoblle
stroyed In many cases at the time of
by spoken word and the animated mo
the Reformation."
Reeounding Laudation.
tor understood every command. The
. imperfect Devdopment1
If you want to hear yourself praised,
throng choking the concourse cheer
in Children
go somewhere where there's- a good
fully fell back to make way for the
suggests
echo and talk.—Boston Transcript.
Know the tremendous pull unique traveler, who was hauled
through the right gate by the dog tc
ing power ot Courier-Gazette the right suburban train.—New York
To»l of Szvzgee.
Sun.
Chisels of sharp flint have always «ds.
EMULSION
been used by savages to cut wood.

’ »
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Saturday and Munday, JANUARY 5 and I, 1924

SATURDAY

Marks the twenty-fourth

MONDAY

9

AND

9

un iiuft L/ay
GOODS BOUGHT

JANUARY

at SALE CANNOT

BE RETURNED OR

9

EXCHANGED

200 Clerks to Insure
Prompt Service

9

Nine Cent Day Sale
x-

SATURDAY, 9:00 A.

M. TO 9:00 P. M.

200 SALESPEOPLE TO

9

MONDAY,

9:00

A.

M.

TO

5:00

P.

M.

AND

9

7

INSURE PROMPT SERVICE

Throughout all these 23 years, our Nine Cent Day has been growing each successive year, from a small counter of 9 cent articles handled by two
salespeople, to one of the biggest Events in our merchandising history, and has been our custom to make each successive sale bigger than before,
we expect and know that the year 1924 will eclipse all previous records. We think it wise to give our patrons two days’ sale on account of the congested
conditions of our store throughout the day, as hundreds of customers cannot be as well served, even with our tremendous force of salespeople,
so, to insure better service and give our out of town customers a chance to participate and get their share of the good things we are to offer, we
elect Saturday and Monday, January 5 and 7, as Nine Cent Days. Conditions have changed and prices have scaled downward and you will find
the same good values as was given Nine Cent Day 23 years ago. We make this announcement for the benefit of the many new families recently
added to our list of shoppers. We expect every family in our city to be represented as well as all the families from the surrounding towns and vil
lages. Many of the articles on sale will be listed in the Thursday issue of The Rockland Courier-Gazette. This day to many of cur patrons needs
no advertising, but to our new patrons this announcement will give some idea of what they may expect.
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To miss this sale will be your loss
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Io Social Circles
In addition to iwreaaal aoteo recording 0aparturee and arrival,, Uw department eepeclall,
Seelies infermailoo of auclal happenings, par
ties, musicals, ele. Notes sent by null os
wiepboor wtfl be glsdty received.
fCLEPHONE ....................................................

tn

99999 99999 999^999999
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

•Mrs. Flora Rokes of Searsmont is the
The Kalloch Class of it'ae First Bap
guest of her sister, Mrs. H. D. Crle.
tist church meets with Mrs. N. A. Carroll at Glencove, Wednesday evening
Eugene W. Palmer is confined to to sew. Please take the 20 minutes of
his house with inflammatory rheuma 7 o'clock car.
tism.
Mr. and Mrs.' Robert Seavey, daugh
The UniversaMst Mission Circle ter Prudence, and Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
meets Wednesday afternoon nt 3.30 in Seavey of Beals, are the guests of Mr.
the church parlor?. Mrs. Susie Davis, and Mrs. Joseph Muise, Chestnut
leader. The watchword Is "Home.”
street.

FULLER-COBB-DAVfS
Miss Madeline Stover, who has been
the guest of Miss Caroline Perry, the
past week, returned to Woodfords to
day. She re-enters Lassell Seminary
next week.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb enter
tained the Eveningjirldge Club Friday,
prizes falling to Mrs. Florence Thurs
ton and Harold E. Jackson.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

THE FINAL CHAPTER
Two More of Snow’s Victims:
Buried in Whitefield—Pol
ish Citizens Investigating.
Funeral services were held in Whitefield Saturday for two of the seven vic
tims of John Snow, whose mania for
killing caused him to run amuck a
week ago Saturday.
These were the wife and son, Ken
neth, of Deputy Sheriff Frank C. Jew
ett. who were shot before Slow, whom
they had befriended, sped away in the
Jewxtt automobile to Jefferson where
he fatally shot his wife, her aunt and
grandmother and killed himself.
The services were conducted by Rev.
H. L. Skillings of the First Baptist
church at Gardiner. From Los Ang’eles
came Mrs. Eugenia Parker, daughter
of the Jewetts, her husband, Forrest
Parker, and her brother, Donald Jew
ett. They first learned of the tragedy
two or three days ago when they pur
chased a New York newspaper.
For baby Marion Snow the town au
thorities requested that a single grave
be purchased in the cemetery at Au
gusta. A funeral service was held for
her at Augusta by Rev. Ralph F. Lowe,
ot the Green Street Methodist church
there.
Polish residents of Worcester, Mass,
have raised $1000 to send a special In
vestigator to Whitefield to see if it
can be learned who exhumed the body
of Snow and cremated it in tire house
where he had lived.
While there are none of Snow’s
countrymen who 'condone the murder
of five innocent persons, It is mainrained that the man was without ques
tion insane and entitled to the protec
tion of the laws of God and man.

Standish Perry motored through the
Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R. will
The Methodist Ladles' Aid will meet
Lewis B. Clark and Tyler Clark re snows from Boston Saturday in order
hold the next regular meeting with
for
business
Wednesday
aStcrnoon.
turned this morning to their respective to spend the New Year holiday in his
Mrs, Harry Buffum, Grove street Mon
day. Mrs. Buffum and Mrs. Lester Circle supper at 0 o'clock, Mrs. Essie schools, the former to the University home here.
Day,
chairman.
of Maine, where he is a student in the
Sherman will be the hostesses.
Senior class, and the latiter to Rahway.
Mrs Frank Perry returned to Castine
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer
S.
Bird
were
N. J., where he teaches in the Com Normal School yesterday.
Mrs. G. E. Nichols and son Junior
guests
Saturday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ar

mercial department of the High School.
left Long Beach, Calif., Sunday for
thur B. Packard at Glencove. Mrs.
Herbert .Stover, Jr., who has been
Rockland via the Panama Canal.
W. R. Pattangall of Augusta was a
Stanley Gregory who has been the guest of his uncle, Henry Stover,
spending the week with relatives in has returned to Woodfords.
Ex-Mayor and Mrs. Marshall M. Dag recent guest there.
this city and vicinity, returned 'to Bid
gett are visiting friends in Massachu
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot R. Duncan leave deford today.
The supper dance at the Fiskc House,
setts.
this noon for Danvers, Mass., where
Damariscotta, last night, was attend
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Maxey of Glen ed by a number from Rockland, wlio
“Going back this noon” said Law Mr. Duncan is a teacher in the High
cove received Christmas greetings report a delightful affair. Reservations
rence Miller, a Boston University Rtu- School.
from their son Herbert who is shipping were made for 95.
dent. “My last day, too,” said Ellis
Miss Mabel Spring who has spent clerk for the Oldsmar Weatherproof
Mills, a Syracuse University student
who was with him. Here are two the holidays in her Rockland home re Furniture Corporation at Aldsmar,
Miss Katherine Buffum who has been
R. H. S. '23 boys who are maknig good turns today to Fall River to resume Fla., where he would be pleased to re on a winter vocation Visit to her
her
position
as
teacher
in
the
schools
ceive
mail
at
box
165.
He
was
one
in big comjvany.
Rockland home returned at the close of
of that city.
of the quartet of Rockland young men last week to her library work in New
who
motored
South
for
the
experience
If you have in mind any subject on
York.
«
Miss Bernice Richardson leaves to of a Florida winter.
which you’d like to Irear a spirited de
day
for
an
indefinite
visit
with
friends
bate, send it up to the president of the
Harold Ames of Matinieus was re
Jesse V. Rosenberg has returned to newing acquaintances around The
Woman's Educational Club, Rockland and relatives in Lawrence, Mass.
R. D„ or take It to the next club meet
New York.
Brook yesterday.
The men will have charge of the
ing, Jan. 4, Methodist vestry. Mrs. Ida
Miss Doris Hunter was a weekend
Miss Dorothy Sylvester of Jefferson
Simmons will again serve as chairman circle supper at the Universalist church
Wednesday evening. The housekeep was a visitor in the city Sunday, on guest of her sister, Mrs. I. A. True
of the refreshments committee.
worthy in Wlnnvgance.
ers are H. H. Payson, F. A. Tirrell, E. her way to Castine Normal School.
Mrs. John A. Hosmer has returned W. Berry, A. P. St. Clair, George T.
The Opportunity Class of the First
from Sunset, where she spient the sum Stewart, Fred C. Black, R. N. Steven
Mrs. L. E. Foss has returned from Baptist church will meet Thursday
son, Charles A. Sylvester, R. B. Lor a visit with her daughter in Meriden, evening with Mrs. Fred Smallwood, 30
mer and fall.
ing, William Williams, L. R. Campbell. Conn.
Masonic street.
A Pasadena (Calif.) society item W. H. Spear, William Benner, A. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Jackson
Business of sufficient importance to
says: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edward Thurston, A. L. Miles and C. E.
entertained at a New Year’s Eve tur
Lampman (Maude Hovey) entertained Daniels. At the close of the supper call out all members will come before key dinner and auction party at their
at dinner on Christmas day at their Charles D. Kidder, field secretary of the Business and Professional Women's Talbot avenue home last night with
heme. 135 North Bonnie ave., In honor the Maine Publicity Bureau will speak Club tomorrow night.
covers laid for thirteen.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schubart of on the subject, “Making Maine More
Attractive
for
Tourists.
”
The
public
is
Worcester, Mass., newspapers an
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
A.
Lewis
and
New York, who are passing the winter In
■invited to hear the address.
son have returned to Portland after nounce that Miss Dorothy Goldberg of
Pasadena. The other guests were Mr.
making visits at the home of Mr. Lewis* 19 Woodford street, a singer, and
and Mrs. Elmer Marsh of Brookline,
Miss Ethel Howard has returned from parents In North Haven and Mrs. Allick Rosefsky of 23 Woodford street,
Mass., who are also spending the win
her home in Winslow to resume her Lewis’ mother, Mrs. Louise Smith thia will be married Jan. 8 at Tuckerman
ter there. The table decorations
duties in the High School.
hall by Rabbi Heyman J. Silver. Miss
city.
were polnsettas and red ribbons and
Goldberg sang in numerous musicales
the living rooms were beautiful with
Mrs. Nellie Bird who hag been
Misses Mildred and Harriet A. Hall, in Worcester and Boston. Mr. Rosefred wreaths and holly.
spending several weeks in Lewiston, who have been spending the holidays sky, who is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Loui^
returned home Saturday night.
in this city, have returned to Gorham H. Rosefsky, is a member of the MacMiss Eleanor Griffith who has been
cabees-Y. M. H. A., Worcester lodge.
Normal School.
spending the holidays iin Boston and
Percy C. Davis ot Portland is a guest
B'nal Brith and Worcester council, U.
New York, arrived home Saturday of his father, Theodore Davis, and his
Although the first meeting of the C. T. He is a veteran of the World
night.
sister Mrs. Roger Rhoades.
Woman's Edv atlonal Club took place War. Music wifi be furnished by
during the holidays, it was largely at Nathan Goldberg, music director at
Mrs. J. V. Dawes is spending the
Mrs. Ruth Till, who lias been a tended. The opening exercises were Gordon's Theatre, Lynn, Mass, and a
holidays with Mr. and Mrs. N. R. patient at Knox Hospital several
led by Mrs. Nettie Stewart. Mrs. M. brother of the bride. 'Miss Goldberg is
Murphy In Portland.
wexks has left the Institution nnd taken Kathie Diamond, Mrs. W. O. Fuller, a daughter of Michael Goldberg of
apartments at the Thorndike Hotel.
Mrs. Julia Biackington and Mrs. Mary Rockland, who will attend the wed
Cards have been received here an
Hastings were elected to membership ding. with the other memhe.s of his
nouncing the marriage of Kenneth C.
and
31 flames were submitted for ap family. David Goldlierg, an uncle of
A
New
Year
’
s
party
was
held
ot
the
Hughes and Margaret L. Herron, which
proval.
The critic for the evening was the bride, is already ther<\
home
of
Mrs.
Sarah
Thomas,
Camden
■took place in Qloversville, N. Y., Sat
THOMASTON MAN HURT
urday. Mr. Hughes was formerly the street, last evening to announce the Mr». Mary Adnms. Civics lesson 351
Rockland correspondent of the Press engagement of Eva May Rogers, was conducted ably by Mrs. Ida Sim
Herald, and made many friends during daughter of Mrs. Minnie Rogers, to mons. Mrs. Jeannette Dunton is to Sidney Burton Injured by Freight
Stephen T. Sullivan. Suspended from lead the civic lesson at the next meet
Train at Elliot Strest Crossing Last
his stay here of nearly a year.
the center of the dining room to each ing. The catechism of 'the constitu
Night
_____
tion
of
the
U.
S.
was
presented
by
corner
ot
the
table
were
crimson
The A. R. T. H. Club and the mem
Sidney Burton of Thomaston is in
Miss
Spalding.
Much
interest
is
mani

streamers.
The
centerpiece
was
ferns
bers' husbands met at the home of Al
a serious condition at Knox Hospital
bert Cables last Thursday evening nnd and poinsettias. Little cupids as place fested in this thriving club, shown by
as the result of Injuries sustained at
participated in a joke Christmas tree. cards announced to the 14 guests the 'the fact that 177 members have already
the Elliot street railroad crossing
Excitement ran high while Santa—who interesting news. A midnight lunch paid their dues for 1924 and three en
about 5 o'clock last night. Mr. Burton
proved to be Milton Rollins was re was served. Cards, dancing, piano and thusiastic ones Who have paid for
was talking to the crossing gateman
moving the presents from the tree and violin selections were enjoyed during 1925. Mrs. W. R. Pattangall, wife of
as the Rocklandbound freight train ap
little Milton, Jr., was delivering them the evening. This young couple are the former governor general, was the
proached. The gates were lowered
to the owners with a sweet little baby well known in Rockland and, the best speaker at this meeting, her subject
admonition with each present. After wishes of many friends go with them. being “The Doings and Undoings of and Just as the .caboose of the train
the deliveries were all made, the fun Those present were Miss Eva Rogers, the last Legislature.” Mrs. Pattangall whirled by Mr. Burton lost his bal
began. Those who thought at the be Stephen Sullivan, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, kept the undivided attention of her ance and pitched head foremost into
ginning that there were “no Jokes" Miss Ruth Rogers, Mrs. Mae Daggett, hearers, who were much pleased with the rapidly moving car. He had been
rapidly changed their minds and won Miss Harriet Ames, Mrs. Mary Dins her instructive and interesting address 111 that day and may have been over
dered how such large jokes could be more, Mrs. Sarah Thomas, Miss Addle and also with her pleasing person come by faintness.
He was taken at once to Knox Hos
done up In such little packages. Mrs. Thomas. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Phillips, ality. Refreshments were served un
William Seavey was admitted to mem Merton Ames, George Bourgette. Miss der the direction of Mrs. Ida Simmons pital where his condition Is reported
bership. The next meeting will be Ethel Curran and Miss Madeline Davis and others. The club Is scheduled to critical this morning, due to Injuries
to the head.
meet again Friday evening.
of Bath were out of town guests.
with Mrs. Frank Gregory.
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PARK THEATRE
Those who seek romance In their
picture should hasten arrangements to
see the final showing of "Cameo
Kirby," at Park Theatre. With John
Gilbert in the title ro’.e, Gertrude Olm
sted as the belle of New Orleans with
whom he falls in love, the picture has
in addition a notable cast, supporting.
Added to the feature picture there will
be a two reel comedy and the Interna
tional News.
One of the finest screen dramas of
the current picture season is said to
be George Mulford’s I’aramount pro
duction of “The Light That Failed”
based on Rudyard Kiplings’ celebrated
story. Jacqueline Logan, Percy Marmont, Sigrid __Holirtquist and David
Torrence arc featured.
The story deals with Dick Heldar
and Maisie Wells, two children in Eng
land who love each other. When they
reach their majority, Heldar is a fail
ure as an artist in Port Said and
Maisie lives in a land ot dreams in
England.
An uprising among the
tribesmen in the Soudan gives Dick
an opportunity to send home a series
of sketches which mude him famous.
Returning to England after the cam
paign, Dick discovers he is a great
figure in art circles. He finds the
girl he loves and 1s on the eve of
doing something really worth while In
art when his eyesight fails as the re
sult of wounds received in Egypt. The
effect of Dick’s blindness ramifies
through the lives of several persons.
It will be shown on Wednesday and
Thursday of this week.
The Davis Garment shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Is now having a
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
dresses and u few fur coats.—adv.
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FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

MICKIE SAYS—
AM EDKOR. EUER. HAD A PAPER1
WHERE ADVERXiSERS BROUGHT IM]
MHElB. <2OPN EAftUf, EM'RXBOO'V
HELPEO SUPPLN
AM' MH'
eUBSCRABERS ALL REMEMJEO

without eewG kewiiwdec>~—
V*N, WHEM TH‘ AMGEL GABRIEL.)
COMES TO BOUMO HIS TRUMP,
th' editor: LL BAM, ” GO
\ VJAM, GABE, THIS IB HEAVEM
<
EUOEE PER MEI"

STRAND THEATRE
“Six Days" the big feature which is
being shi.wn today and tomorrow tells
the story of Laline Kingston, whose
mother left penniless by the business
mother, left penniless l»y the business
schemes to marry Laline to Sir Charles
Chetwyn of an old und wealthy Eng
lish family. While in Paris, Laline
meets and falls in love with Dion Les
lie, son of u famous actress. Dion is in
reality Sir Charles’ son, his mother
having left Sir Charles shortly after
the boy's birth. After visiting the
grave of her lirothir on one of the bat
tlefields of France, Laline and Dion,
accompanied by a priest as a guide,
are trapped in one of the old German
dugouts. Unable to make their es
cape and facing death through the ex
haustion of air in six days, Laline and
Dion are married by the priest Just be
fore his death. In a last frantic effort
to escape, Dion and Laline fall into a
chalk mine underneath the dugout, be
come separated and each is finally
rescued. Laline's mother takes her
back to England and by threatening to
kill herself unless Laline consents to'
marry Kir Charles, forces her into a
second marriage. See the climax. For
Thursday and Friday the feature offer
ing is “The Empty Cradle." The whole
story. Its baffling complications, re
volves around the great question—will
she or will she not place in the arms
of another woman the babe which God
gave to her? To divulge the outcome
of her intense mental struggle in ar
riving at her decision, would be to rob
picture lovers of much of the enjoy
ment which this photoplay holds in
store for them.—adv.

Solve the Servant
Problem
ADVERTISE IN OUR
HELP WANT OOLUEOr.

SUCCESSFUL SEASON
Looked Forward To By Rock
port High School Basketeers
—Islesboro Alumni Out
classed.
Rockport High School opened Its
basketball season auspiciously Friday
night luy swamping Islesboro Alumni
43 to 24. The game was played In the
Camden Y. M. C. A. where Rockport
teams have been obliged to play since
the breakdown of the heating system at
the fine Rockport Y.
The team is made up largely of vet
erans and great things are expected of
It. The quintet Is Burns coaohed, of
course, hut the Rockport principal has
the valuable assistance of Lowell Payson an old star. Huse Tibbetts of
Glencove captains the team and Alton
crone is manager.
The schedule follows:
Jan. 2—Rockport at Warren.
Jan. 4—Rockport at Boothbay.
Jan. 11—Castine at Rockport.
Jan. 16—Lincoln Academy at Rock
port.
Jan. 23—Searsport at Rockport.
Jan. 25—Camden nt Rockport.
Feb. 1—Rockport at Castine.
Fob. 6—Rockland at Rockport.
Fib. 8—Rockport at Camden.
Feb. 13—Rockport at Lincoln Acad
emy.
Feb. 15—Thomaston at Rockport.
Feb. 20 —Rockport at Searsport.
Feb. 27—Rockport at Thomaston.
Mar. 5—Rockport at Rockland.
Rockport High 43
Goals Fouls Pta
Farrow, rf
2
Graffam, rf .
4
•A
Tibbetts, If
to
Bartlett, c
it
Dow, rg ................................. 0
0
0
Auspulnnd. lg .
Calderwood, lg
0

21
1
42
Islesboro Alumni 24
Ooals Fouls Pts
Farrow, rf ........................ 10
2
Lane, If ............................... 3
0
6
Hatch, c ............................... 6
0 12
It. Pendleton, rg............
0
0
0
Yeaton, lg ........................... Z
0
4
L. Pendleton, lg ................ 0
0
4
Referee, Payson.

12
0>
Sjorer, Crone.
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EMPIRE THEATRE
Yesterday's audience at the Empire
Theatre saw one of the most satisfying
pictures of the season In Will Nigh's
production of "Marriage Morals.”
Described In its advance notices as
a picture of power, punch and purpose.
It more than lived up to the promises
made for it by the management. R
will be shown for the last time today.
In addition to the feature picture
there will be a two reel comedy and S
one reel scenic.
A problem that no honest parent nor
devoted child can escape, is fearlessly
presented in Fannie Ward’s latest
photodramatic vehicle, aptly called
"The Hardest Way,” a picture that
again stamps this versatile screen ar
tiste amon gthe foremost now before
the public.
The duty and the reepect demanded
by the parent ot Ills children ls here
reversed, und a situation ls shown,
which arises every day In every human
household, where the child—in this
case the daughter—demands her claim
to respect from her father.
This picture will be shown at the
Empire on Wednesday and Thursday
of this week.—adv.

GREETINGS

Every-Other-Day
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"HUMAN CARPENTRY"

ALASKA

Mrs.’ E. V/. Berry Receives Lotter From “The Most Northern
Florist In the World”—Presidential Visit.

APPER.SON

Telephone
Directory

t Famous Surgeon Who Hails
From Lincoln County De
scribes Value of Electrical
Surgical Tools.

Saturday's mail brought to Mrs. E. thousands of boxes for shipping flowUnder ths head of “Human Car GALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
W. Berry of Broad street a letter from ers and furs.
pentry" the Literary Digest compares
I cannot tell you about all the kinds
her brother Charles O. Walker of Skag of flowers I grow, at this writing, for
the work of reconstructive surgery
Call 127
way, Alaska, the first news the family it would take too much time and space.
Call 837-M
done by the use of the automatic ma
had received from the former Belfast Tills year my gardens had G3 different
THURSTON
OIL CO.
fi
chine driven tools, which were inSEA VIEW GARAGE
man in 27 years, with the exception of kinds, with a wide range of colorings.
Wholesale
and
Retail
ented and first used by a Lincoln
a brief telegram announcing that the For one kind I had 1400 potted be
Chevrolet Cars, parts and
gonias growing, and all in bloom, when
Oils
for
All
Purpoaea
county
boy,
Dr.
F.
II.
Albee
of
New
letter was on its way.
People everywhere are talk
Service Station. Auto AcceaOf the romantic career which he has the Presidential party was here. I
Lcwroa right pre-«elect>
ork, to the work of the skillful cabi
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
aoriei.
ing
about
the
mechanical
gear

had since leaving home 45 years ago real'.y feel that I hail the most honored
tsars—depress clutch to
net-maker.
70-72
Tillson Ave. Roekland
689
Main
St.,
Rockland
Mr. Walker makes only barest mention visit of any one person in the whole
cosnplete raeckaaical
shift on the Apperson. Those
Dr. Albee has be»n using his "bone
90-tf
in this letter, which is largely of a per land. They did not just Come and
, shift
ill" for a long time. In 1916 he was
who have actually driven the
sonal nature, aside from describing the make a call, they made me a visit, and
AUTOMOBILE AGENCY
invited by the French Government to
visit of the Harding Presidential isn't it strange that they had to take
car know it is the greatest inno
go to France to aid in the rthabiliNEWSPAPER
a man born way down in Belfast,
party.
Call 238
ition of the wounded. It was that
vation since the electric starter.
Through the kindness of Mrs. Berry Maine to give all their honors. The
Call 770
ear that he introduced his magic tcois
The Courier-Gazette is privileged to newspapers all over the world have
Rockland Motor Mart
Nothing like it—shifting gears
to the surgeons in that country.
written up their visit with me, and
and tall us to send you
publish the following abstract.
Both the Digest and the Outlook
made stories and stories, anel there
CADILLAC
mechanically without taking
• • • •
The Courier-Gazette
quote Dr. Albee who in speaking be
have been full pages of pictures taken
BUICK 4 and 8 CYLINDER
Skagway, Alaska. Dee, 12.
hand from wheel or eyes from
fore the convention of American Col
150 times a year for only *3.
To Dear Old Mother, and the folks at at my place.
PLEASURE
CARS
lege of Surgeons held recently in ChiThey came in on me unexpectedly,
*he road, with all possibility of
home—Greetings:—
All the Home News
G. M. C. TRUCKS
ttgo said: One of the best points
This letter Is from a brother of Rip and it gave me a great surprise, and
“
clashing
”
gears
eliminated.
about automatic machine-driven sur
Mrs.
Harding
thought
it
a
good
joke,
Van Winkle, who came to Alaska
gical tools is that they reduce the
MOVING
Operate this gear-shift your
AUTO ACCESSORIES
many years ago. but old Rip only and greatly enjoyed it. There were
shock of operation, because of the
slept for 20 years and my nip lias 750 people in the Presidential party.
self if for nothing more than
peed. This may be exemplified by the
This
included
the
officials,
military,
MOVING
bicn seven longer. I am now very
fact that a man when shot with a
Call 238
to be able to talk intelligently
8 Auto Trucks for moving and
much awake, and am feeling line and marines, secret service men, and it
teei-jacketcd,
swiftly
moving
bullet,
long distance hauling of all
dandy, and I can't begin to tell you seemed that all the reporters and mov
about the most advanced engi
ften does not realize he is shot until
Rockland Motor Mart
kinds. Wa move you anywhere
how much younger I feel to hoar from ing picture men in the whole world
Ute
blood
begins
to
floav.
But
when
a
neering achievement today.
in New England. You save
the folks at home, and to know that were with them. Only 11 of the princi
mat
is
shot
with
a
slowly
moving
pals of the party were admitted in my
x
a full tins of
Crating, Time ar.d Money,
you are among the living, and will.
bullet,
he
is
knocked
down,
so
violent
I am never going to get old. When yard. Mrs. Harding seemed wild over
H‘. H. STOVER CO.
s the shock.
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES
PRICES—Five Passenger Touring, $1685;
Tsl. Ill
Union St, Rockland
I came to~Alaska I simply quit having the flowers, and she looked all over the
Tilt same thing applies in operations
Finest Enulpment In Maine
place
in
detail,
inside
and
out.
She
birthdays. At this time 1 am n t going
when
mallet
and
chisel
are
used.
There
Sedan, $2400.
to make any attempt at telling you of took a long rest in my house. She is
the shock is vastly greater than when
MONUMENTS
all 1 have done, or the places I have greatly interested in flowers, and the
Completely equipped, delivered in Rockland.
CONFECTIONERY STORE
the cutting instruments work swiftly
President
was
also.
bten since coming North, for to .tell
ind surely, cutting the bones to a true
Telephone Connection
Mrs.
Harding
asked
me
a
great
manyHOME
MADE
CANDIES
you all this would make several verysize. Holes are cut to the right size
If interested, ask for demonstration.
large books, and It would require years questions. ar.d when they left she said
ICE CREAM
ind dowels of living bones are made
Gilchrest
to write it in detail. I will let the past tiny had been longer at my place than
to fit exactly.
be forgotten, and tell you all about •it any other since they left Wash
Monumental
Works
'Dr. Albee told of a Russian sold
Weymouth’s
what I am doing, for pleasant things ington. and that they surely enjoyed
er who had come to him with only
Main
Street
are more to be enjoyed. I cannot ans every minute of their visit with me.
Telephone 168-M
n island of bone where his jaw had
Thomaston, Me.
wer one in a hundred of the letters that When they wire ready for leaving they
been. He cut pieces of bone about the
402 Main Street
5
Talbot
Avenue.
Rockland.
Tel.
576-R.
are stacked up before me, asking me Insisted that I ride to the steamer in
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
size of a pencil from bones in the leg
all about this great country, and of my their auto, and I did so. This is an
nd laced thim on either side of the
—and—
life in it. I little realized that 30 many- honor which very few private citizens
EXIDE BATTERIES
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
aw. and after the bones had grafted he
people would be interested in an old i ver get. anil they did not even allow
THE FIREPROOF GARAGE
was able to build up the structure cf
down East Yankee, now living on the ar.y of the Territorial officials in their
Telephone 208
Call 238
the face by inserted rat tissue in the
top crust of the world. In the summer ar. only the Governor, and this cre--J'
flares win re the contour hail sunk.
IVES'
MECHANICAL
I meit thousands of visiters from a'.litted quitf a surprise that I should re
Rockland Motor Mart
"Another ease described was that of
TRAINS AND RAILROADS
over the world, and in the winter I re ctive surh an honor.
Michigan attorney, who, through a
EXIDE BATTERIES
ceive many letters. I have a wide ac
VESSEL NEWS
There were 20 automobiles in the inued story. The captains and of
SKATES,
, SKIS
ourth of July cannon accident, had
For Every Car
quaintance ail evrr tile North, frot.i p-eversion, and we were in the lead, ficers of the big liners come here for ;
out his entire lower jaw. In that
Point Barrow to Katcitikan. and m my hiving sl.-.wly. When w« got to the •heir headquarters, and in that way I J Laden with lumber for B ston. from
Spefinl
Prices
on
H.
H.
Crie
&. Co.
Dr. Albee, with his machineover in Siberia.
wharf there were two lines of gaily g t a lot of advertising. 1 keep a rig- j Windsor, N. S., the two masted British driven tools, cut away a U-shaped
RADIO BATTERIES
456 Main Street, Rockland
I am growing the' fine, t, largest and uniformed marines which we passed 'si r of all my tai,ers, and their names i pQj,QOner Flora M. went ashore about pitee of bene from tlie pelvis nnd built
most beautiful flowers that you have through, and the Presidential Bond was •■.ltd addresses are placed in that, and ' thr„p WV1.!{S a„o at Ceaver Harbor, N. up a jaw, with which the attorney is
LAUNDRY WORK
GARAGE
over seen. The ocean liners bring at the gang plank, playing “Star I git them all from Crowned Heads to , s_ she ha9 be£n condemned and will ahi e to argue effectively before Michithousands of tourists here who want Spangled Banner." It was a bit hard fillage Pests.
be sold as she lies. Her cargo will be an juries.
Call 170
Call 124
I had a page reserved f r the Presi discharged by the Insurance Co. and
tin in, tr.d 1 have the who!, w rid for to realize that 1 was getting in such a
The Writer was greatly interested in
People's Laundry
rr.y market. Jttr.t now I am a very noted place, and I thought that til  dential party and many there are who forwarded to Boston on another vessel. he cuts taken from Dr. Albee’s treatDyer
’
s
Garage, Inc.
• • » »
17 Llmeruek Street
bury man, and have much work to do j honors wore almost too much for
to come just to look that over, and many
“Crthopedlc and Reconstructive
of
tin
women
ask
to
sit
in
tee
easy
We
do
all
kinds
of
Laundry
1
for tho coming spring. In summer we j carry off. Ibero was no crowding at
The Dixon Steamship Co., of Boston Surgery," which the Digest published.
REPAIRING, STORAGE
W ork. Family Washing a Spe- '
simply ‘burn our beds" end work ail the gang-plank, ns no or.e outside of tho chair that Mrs. Harding rested in.
operating the Ashing steamers Kin
In one group the surgeons hands are
AND SUPPLIES
While
Mrs.
Harding
was
resting
she
cialty. Wet Wash.
Rough •
the time. At this time the days are party was allowed near. I got out of the
Philip and Neptune and the excursion een at work on a bone graft in a
Agent for
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts i
very short, having very little if any onto first, helping the others cut. and •’•aid. “Mr. Walker I would like to stay , steamer Catherine his just added to its -raeked l;nte cap. A small dotib’c TCollars.
sunlight. Tile MS rises and jets in 20' they thtnkid me kindly, for helping to right here.” I told her s.ie could, ar.d flC€^ ioy purchase, the steamer New h.tpcd section is shown being taken
DODGE BROTHERS CARS
minutes, fn stormy weather we have make their first visit so pleasant. would be a most welcome guest. The castle, an 83-tou steamer acquired from rom the wounded knee. Into the hole
r.o light at ail.
There are the last words Mrs. Hard
ratle. hot sterilized paraffin is poured
I have a nice warn', workshop and ail ing raid totnf—"Ni w Mr. Walker you party were all strangers to me. they » j(|1 U8C(j in the excursion hv.siness the which coois into a mold. The mold
I ENANT’S HARBOR
s-:ninv r.
The New a.stl
kinds of ton’s, and semi light machin- will c.-ne to see us s -nie time in Wash had heard about me and my work, for ! coniil g
s then removed and used to map out
try ft.r doing all kinds of work that I ington. won't you?’ and then she Mr. Evans cf Washington, who is chief ; formi.rjy plied between Belfast and a | icee cf bone which is removed from
Mrs. Ann Cook is critically ill ar.d
reed done about til place. I have tdded "We will try and be just as nice of agrculture cf the United States was ; Bar Harbor. She has a capacity
the shin by the swift twin circular Sotrto Rcci-.land People Fail to Reaiizo Is attended by Dr. Walter Hall with a
the shop well lighted and w< rk until 1 to you as you have been to us.” Since hert with me for two days, and took j jqq passengers. On completion of re- saws, and finally driven into place to
the Seriousness of n Bad Back.
trained nurse. Her son Bvcrett of
ge' tired, and tb< n 1 have a dan ly I they , wint away 1 h ive received two tary pictures and articles back to 1 p?l»ra now being made at Portland, the unite the split knee cap. In another
Thomason is here at the* home. Mrs.
warm house to live in. In very cold tetters and some pictures from Mrs. Washington. He is a life-long friend I ^earner will arrive in Boston in about ut a jaw is shown with a missing
The
c
in3tant
aching
of
a
bad
back.
Cock is in her 80s.
of the Hardings. The dahlia Mrs. ' t» days.
weather I don't have to go out of J Harding, ar.d I prize them highly,
section, and the bone graft holding the
The weariness, the tired feeling,
Harding christened surely has ere- '
Itudney Wiley has moved his family
doors at all. In w ntu1 1 have many
pieces together.
As s on as 1 get them reduced to
The
pains
and
aches
of
kidney
ills
into the house owned by Forrest Wall
new hot-bed sashes to make, and hun postcard size I will send you pictures ated much talk. It is one of my own , Schooner Margaret Thomas is chartIn speaking of the miracles of mod
May
result
seriously
if
neglected.
in Wallston.
dreds of trellises for potted plants, anil that were takfn of Mrs. Harding and reat’.on and a color within itself. It,cred to load coal rt Hampton Roads ern surgery another surgeon Dr. Stcord
Dangerous urinary troubles often fol
Herbert Hocking and family were
is a glowing orange, with a canary { jor Cienfuegos.
S hooner Augusts of Ontario said at the convention:
myself in my flower gardens. The only
low.
Christmas guests of his parents at
center, and to ft giant for size. Thous-1 sr-'W to charti n d to load phospfc 1 at "Human carpentry, whereby shattered
one I have shews Mrs. Harding holding
A Rockland citizen shows you what Long Cove.
nines are rejoined with screws of the to do.
a bouquet of sweet peas which I had inds and thousands of orders come to ; Baltinv>r? for San Juan, P. R. Schoon
Mrs. Levi Torrey is confined to the
picked. Tho President's aid is in the me for bulbs, but none are for sate. Now cr Harry G. Deering is chartered to load living substance, torn tendons replaced
Mrs. L. M. Barrows, la Gay St.. house with a severe cold.
another interesting thing to tell you ;
roc»c at Tampa for Norfolk with others of silk, chins more hand
back of the picture. Poor old Rip Van
says: "I had a severe attack of kidney
Clarence Thompson will janitor the
had not been shaved for three days, ibout this dahlia is worth the space. ya. Schooner Annie & Reuben ar somely reupholstered, and the line of trouble. I suffered from a tired, dizzy
but thiy wanted me just as I was. and Miss Jessie Van Brunt, an artist of Via-• r}VC^ at Boston from Stonington the a nose corrected, is every day making feeling all the time and black specks I. O. O. F. hall for 1924.
Mrs. Alice Wiley and granddaughter
said it was a Joy to catch me in every tional fame, and a friend of Mrs. Hard- j 27th. Schor ner Nellie Eaton arrived broken human beings whole again and appeared before my eyes. I thought
Mabel Erickson of Rockland are the
day life. They were the nicest people Ing. asked permission to paint the i at Boston from St. John tho 27th, with ugly ones beautiful."
£3 days from Boston to St
Dr. Albee has just gene to his win my glasses were the cause at first but guests of her mother, Mrs. Lizzie
I ever met. Tho situation of my place flower true to nature, and I wish you
the optician told me that my kidneys Kalloch.
gives me an opportunity to meet many could see the work she d.d. When it John and re.urn* Schooner Regina is ter home in Nokomis, Florida. He was
were out of order and advised me to
A. J. Hawley has had a radio in
noted people of the world, for they was fiinished she gave me the painting.! at Camden discharging coke from Bos obliged to cancel his reservations for
It was Miss V'an Brunt who painted ton.
the trip the first of the week, to stay take a kidney medicine. As I had read stalled.
ate all flocking here to make the tour
Mrs. Harding’s picture for the White ;
• ♦ • *
about
Doan
’
s
rills
being
so
good,
I
All members of Puritan Itebekah and
over and operate on a distinguished
of the Great North. I had a Countess
rench Journalist who had crossed the bought three boxes at Kittredge’s the Odd Fellows Lodges are requested
from Italy, and a King from some other House. I have been obliged to place aj Capt. Cabin Merriam who wa
country, and 1 had the pleasure of a high fence around this plant to keepj shipper c,f the schooner Flora M., re ocean to consult tho best authority on Pharmacy anil after using them I was to be present at a practice meeting
visit from Lord and Lady Byng, Gov the tourists from taking every bit tf ctnlly wrecked off Beaver. N. B. ha orthopedics on either side of the At all right. My kidneys were regulated Tuesday evening in I. O. O. F. hall.
j assumed command of the British lantic.—Lincoln County Niws.
and the other ailments left me entire- j Whitney Wheeler and Henry Allen
ernors from many States, and so on. the plant off. for souvenirs.
ly.”
Just a word about "lour
ounS: schooner Victory Chimes, at present
left Monday for Waterville to attend
To name them all will make a conLoy, and some of the habits that he
from Windsor, N. S. to Salem
Price 6fie, nt all dealers. Don't simp school after spending the holiday re
Sir
William
Orpen.
has not taken up yit, but of course he Mwith i„m!,er. jIe succeeds hi
ly ask f ir a kidney remedy—get Doan’s cess with their parents.
It Is snid of Sir William Orpen, the Pills—tlie same that Mrs.. Barrows had.
, troth'r. Capt. Burton E. Merriam, who
Miss Harriet Long returned Tuesday
not use tobacco in any form, or drink. re;.cntIy bought the British schooner English portrait painter, that only serv Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo. to Whitman, Mass., where she is a
moonshine, or other slop of that na Truro Quern which he will comm tad ants succeed In calling him Sir Wil N. Y.
teacher in the public schools.
ture, or play cards. I really do not
• • • •
liam. AH men call him Bill nnd all
know one game from another. Other
The bottom of the burned British
things of greater importance take all schooner Martha Parsons at I’arrsboro, women Orps. As an II. A., lie was
my time. It would be a great place N. S.. has been righted and towed to duly elected to the Athenaeum club,
for you, and the summer would have the beach at Spencer’s Island, survey hut It is said that he has never had
no horrors for you, for we have no ..ill be held and the .wreckage will the courage to enter that haunt of
thunder or lightning, and you wouldn't probably be sold where It lies.
bishops and other staid persons. Or
he obliged to hide your hoop-skirts in
• • • •
pen Is by common consent a great
that dark closet.
Schooner Henrietta Simmons arrived painter and a great success. He has
Doctors, Nurses, Dentists Recommend
it Delaware Breakwater Dec. 23, fro
MADE AT BANGOR, MAINE
literally queues of distinguished per
Norfolk,
leaking
some
and
pumping
Like Father, Like Son.
sons waiting their turn to sit to him
“When I went to college 25 years engine in trouble.
for their portraits.—The Argonaut.
. • • •
ago I played the mandolin nnd spent
Schooner Emily E. Northam sailed
CATARRHAL JFILZ
$3*40 a year; now I have a son who from Vineyard Haven the 24th for
No Aitttuda for Him.
This is not a cheap
spends $3,000 and only plays the uku Winterport. Schooner Edward Smith
A friend Just returned from teach
ONDON’S is antiseptic and healing. For over 30
lele. When I took a girl to a dance sailed from Vineyard Haven the 27th ing in Kentucky tells this story of a
furnace, it is tho best
years Kondon’s has been helping millions of people
I hired a hack for 50 cents; now my f..r Port Medway, N. S., with pulp for backwoodsman who hnd been elected
and one of the heaviest
far
all kinds of Colds and Catarrhal affections.
Norwich.
Conn.
Schooner
John
Brace
boy writes that he thinks he will
to serve In the state legislature.
built, with asbestos be
well passed City Island the 26th, Port Arrived at the capltol, he banded bis
leave
school
because
he
can't
find
a
tween two double walls,
ead
ose
roubles
garage for his car near enough to the Beading for Bucksport. Schooner Re
inside the outside wall.
becca it. Douglass passed City Island card to the doorkeeper. That Individ
fraternity house.
ual
glanced
at
the
name
and
said
:
Kondon
’
s
makes
life
worth
living.
Write
for 20-treatthe 26th. b.cund east. Schooner Kenne
All walls made of hcav“We used to carry a keg seven miles bunk arrived at Philadelphia from Bos
“You go upstairs."
ment
tin.
It
’
s
free.
Or
get
a
30c
tube
from
your drug
iest galvanized iron.
Into the country to have a party; Jim ton the 2Sth.
“Like h—II I go upstairs!" quoth
With double or single
gist.
Guaranteed
to
please
or
money
back.
*
says one of the fellows can carry
the embryo maker of laws. "I was
feed door.
enough for the whole crowd without
elected to the lower house, and that'i
What Makes Ycu Sneeze?
Kondon’s Catarrhal Jelly, Minneapolis, Minn.
wrinkling the tall of his coat.
Sneezing, like breathing, nr the where I stay!”—Judge.
Do not let anyone tell
"I expected to go to work after I action of the heart. Is Involuntary nnd
•K-Fl?!
you that it is not the
was through nnd pay back the money for the most part beyond conscious
Renta Increase in Berlin.
my father had lent me. M.v boy say? control.
,'AS a fa i Wf best ono built, because
The nose, as the natural
Rents In Berlin were until recently
our price is much lower
he's going to look around for a year hrcallilng apparatus, Is furnished tilth limited to 125 per cent more than tne
or two. He doesn't want to be rushed a very delicate ‘‘filter” against dust pre-war figure; they have now gone
than other high-grade
Into anything not worthy of his tal and germs. Prom this membrane to up to 350 per cent of that amount.
makes. The difference
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
BANK
ents.
C
is in the profit, not in
the brain stretches n “telephone1
.I.-...
the qUaiity
"But when the balFs on the five-yard nerve. When the membrane Is Irrl
ROCKLAND, • - . MAINE
line with one minute to play. I guess tated by dust, or inllaniuiatlon, or in
I have a cheaper furJim and I up there in the grandstand any way, a danger signal Is automat
are pretty much the same.”—Life.
Office Hours—9 to 3
made by the Homer
lenlly Hashed to the brain, which then
Protects the Lungs
orders a sneeze to clear away the for
Furnace Company, size
eign Intruder.
A sharp intake
ABSOLUTE RICI.II
22 inch, price $165.00,
Against
Saturdays 9 to 12
breath is caused, the windpipe Is mo
but the Kineo is the
ft Dr. M.HERMANCE'S
mentarily closed, and the sueeze has
lowest ever offered. The 20 inch $175.00 or the 22
to find an exit from the nose, thus
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent
inch $185.00, ail set up.
cleaning the membrane filter in the
process.
When the lungs are Inflamed they
I am willing to put one of these in any home, if
present a fertile field for pneumonia
FEVER MEDICINE
suitable for a one-pipe furnace, with a guarantee to
germs. Pneumonia lurks always near.
satisfy or take it out after we have had some very cold
However sound the lungs may be, no
Also good for Coughs
weather to test it. You need not make any payment
human being is immune.
rarejarajajarajgizjajaraiarararaiaiaiararardaiarajgjafgia^^
Colds, Influenza and
Banish the inflammation and you
until you are satisfied.
all Bronchial Troubles
are practically safe.
For this pur
I have also made a 20% reduction on Kineo
pose tho most effective remedy is
Claude
A.BslI,
Loweil,
Mass.
Ranges and Heaters.
Allen’s Lung Healer. By its marvel
’ O V£ Ft, 75 V€ A KS-'QF DO I NG GOO P.
ous healing and germicidal properties
You can buy an 8-20 Star Kineo Range, with high
it has proven an almost unfailing pre
100-T-M-tf
shelf for $60.80, delivered anywhere in Maine.
ventative when used in season.
Its effect on inflamed lungs is al
A C. MOORE
most magical. It contains no opiates
Piano Tuner
or narcotics, isi perfectly safe and
harmless for infant or invalid. Price
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
Te
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
CO cents.
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge
ENGRAVED CARDS-CJll it tali offlee mJ
278 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
eximtne itjlei. If you ilreiitr hire i pliu
Pharmacy; in Camden by Boynton’s
briai It In and let ui print you nirdi In lt‘«r
Pharmacy.
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Yes, It’s a Kineo
Pipeless Furnace

Singers, Speakers—Everybody!
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ALLEN’S LUNG HEALER

Pneumonia
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The Local
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Fails to Advertise
Is Losing
Many Sales

COKE

ROCKLAND COAL CO.
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